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Overview
The world is witnessing a rise in populism, nationalism, and protectionism that
signals a challenge to the post-WWII order. At the same time, growing transnational challenges such as climate change, mass migration, and refugee crises, as well as traditional and non-traditional security threats, demand that
countries and institutions cooperate more regularly and effectively. In addition
to these challenges Europe is facing a significant period of crisis and reassessment. The 2018 Europe Think Tank Summit is taking place at a truly extraordinary historical moment for Europe, NATO and EU. The post WWII economic,
political and security order are being challenged and redefined by national and
regional tectonic shifts in domestics and international politics
Think tanks play a critical role in analyzing, developing, and promoting policy
solutions, particularly in times of extreme disruption and change. However,
these organizations now operate in information-rich societies where facts, evidence, and credible research are often ignored — and where “alternative
facts” and “fake news” can gain a footing. To remain relevant and impactful,
think tanks and policy institutes must simultaneously pursue rigor, innovation,
accessibility, and accountability more than ever before. As such, the Summit
will explore not only the ways in which think tanks are currently making a difference and are finding solutions to contemporary policy challenges, but how
they can become increasingly relevant in these tumultuous times. To that end,
in addition to these pressing contemporary policy challenges, the 2018 Europe
Think Tank Summit will also focus on sharing the best practices for raising
funds, recruiting key staff, harnessing new and innovative technologies, and
responding to increased public scrutiny and discontent.
The Summit will feature keynote speakers and panels of thought leaders who
will present a range of strategies and best practices for transforming public
policy and institutions in an era of digital and political disruptions and
increased social and economic turbulence. There will also be a series of breakout groups that will explore these issues in greater detail and closing keynote,
plenary and round table discussion and debates will attempt to draw some
meaningful conclusions for future policy work and strategies that will help
think tanks respond to the new and challenging operating environment.
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Agenda
Closing the Gap between Knowledge, Policy
and Good Governance in the Digital Age
14 - 16 March 2018, Berlin (Germany)

The Summit is conducted in a Roundtable Format with panels that are intended to frame
the key issues and provide constructively provocative questions to stimulate the discussion that follows each Session. The Summit is conducted in accordance with the
Chatham House Rule.

Wednesday, 14 March 2018
Venue: Steigenberger Hotel, Los-Angeles-Platz 1, 10789 Berlin

16:00 - 16:30

Registration of participants

16:30 - 16:45

Welcome Remarks
•
•

17:00 - 18:30

Gerhard Wahlers, Deputy Secretary General and Head of the Department European and International Cooperation, Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung
James G. McGann, Director, Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program,
Lauder Institute, University of Pennsylvania

Opening Session (Think Tank Presidents’ Panel):
“Europe at a Crossroads: Think Tanks A Catalyst for Change, Consensus and Cohesion”
These are truly extraordinary times for Europe, NATO and EU. The post WWII
economic, political and security order are being challenged and redefined by
national, regional and tectonic shifts in domestics and international politics.
While we cannot predict the outcome we now have a clearer sense of the
issues that will shape the future. A panel of think tank presidents from across
Europe will explore the current political disruptions and the issues, institutions, people and politics that will shape Europe’s future. The senior executives will also discuss how their institutions are responding to the fundamental
shifts in alliances, politics and public policy.
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Session Chair: Monika Sie Dhian Ho, Director, Netherlands Institute of
International Relations – Clingendael, Netherlands
• Guntram B. Wolff, Director, Bruegel, Belgium
• Kristian Fischer, Director, Danish Institute for International Studies,
Denmark
• Charles Powell, Director, Elcano Royal Institute, Spain
• Teija Tiilikainen, Director, Finnish Institute of International Affairs,
Finland
• Daniela Schwarzer, Director, German Council on Foreign Relations,
Germany
• Michael Cox, Director, IDEAS, London School of Economics, United
Kingdom
18:30 - 19:00

Keynote Speech: Professor Heribert Hirte, MP, Committee on the Affairs of
the European Union, Professor of Law at the University of Hamburg on “The Role
of Politics and the Role of Think Tanks - how to merge different perspectives?”.

19:00 - 21:00

Dinner

Thursday, 15 March 2018
Venue: Academy of Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Tiergartenstr. 35, 10785 Berlin

08:00

Bus transfer from hotel to Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung Academy

08:30 - 09:00

Registration of international participants

09:00 - 09:30

Welcome Remarks
•

09:30 - 11:00

Hans-Gert Pöttering, President of the European Parliament ret.,
Representative of Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung for European Affairs

Plenary Session: Think Tanks in an Era of Digital and Political Disruptions: Innovative Responses to a Changing Policy Environment
This panel will explore the opportunities created for think tanks by the current
digital and political disruptions in the Europe. Each panel member will then
provide examples of the digital and political disruptions that have created new
opportunities for think tanks. They will also explore how some think tanks
have adapted by developing new products and programs and reached new
audiences in new ways in effort to respond to the new operating environment.
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Chair: Milena Lazarevic, Programme Director, European Policy Centre, Serbia
• Ruby Gropas, Social Affairs Team Leader, European Political Strategy
Centre (EPSC), European Commission, Belgium
• Martin Michelot, Deputy Director, EUROPEUM Institute for European
Policy, Czech Republic
• Yann Roland, Director of Development, French Institute of International
Relations, France
• Åsmund Weltzien, Head of Communications, Norwegian Institute of
International Affairs, Norway
11:00 - 11:15

Coffee Break
Break Out Sessions
The Break Out Sessions will include a set of critical policy issues facing think
tanks and policy makers as well as the challenges facing think tank scholars
and executives. These sessions are intended to be inactive and focused on
sharing best practices and the transfers of strategies, best practices and innovative approaches. Participants can select one of the four concurrent sessions
listed below. A group of Break Out Sessions will be repeated in PM to give
everyone the opportunity to participate in at least two sessions on policy and
on think tank issues.

11:15 - 12:30

Break Out Sessions (A)
Break Out Session I:
Is Anyone Listening? Reaching Policymakers and the Public Is
Strategic Communications and Marketing the Answer?
Henry Kissinger described that being a policymaker is like being at the end of a
firehose. The problem is that policymakers and the public are both inundated
with information. This problem is compounded by the fact that the internet has
increased the velocity of information and policy flows. You’d think that this
would lead to a more informed public and decision-making but, in fact, it leads
to the opposite. Today we are faced with an avalanche of information and not
enough time understand it. The market place of ideas is a noisy and confusing
one filled with information and disinformation that makes it difficult to know
sources to trust. This new reality poses both an opportunity and challenge. How
can think tanks make sure that their information, ideas and analysis are in the
right form, in the right hands and at the right time? A Panel of experts will discuss how strategic communications and marketing have helped their organization reach key audiences and inform key public policy debates.
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Chair: Camilla Bausch, Director, Ecologic Institute Germany
• Robert Watt, Director of Communications, Stockholm Environment Institute, Sweden
• Keith Burnet, Director of Communications & Publishing, Chatham House,
United Kingdom
• Edita Maslauskaite, Vice President, Lithuanian Free Market Institute,
Lithuania
Break Out Session II:
Meeting the Old and New Security Threats in Europe:
New Paradigms and Perspectives
Europe faces many complex internal and external security, economic and
political challenges. Among the most prominent are: the June 2016 vote by
United Kingdom (UK) to leave European Union (EU); the 2018 economic crisis
and the lingering concerns about the eurozone; the rise in migrant and refugee flows; a resurgent Russia and its use of soft and hard power that threatens NATO and EU member states; the fraying of the Atlantic Alliance and the
rise of nationalism, populism and protectionism; continuing threat of terrorism, the undermining of European solidarity and the dramatic rise in cyberattacks and information warfare. Amid these difficult issues, the European Union
is witnessing a serious political crisis. This Break Out Session will examine the
major security threats in the face of the shifting tides and futures of Europe.
Chair: Sylvie Matelly, Deputy Director, Institute of International and
Strategic Relations IRIS, France
• Christian Ostermann, Director of History and Public Policy Program,
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, United States
• Valery Garbuzov, Director, Institute for the US and Canadian Studies of
the Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia
• Ambassador Nelli Feroci, President, International Affairs Institute, Italy
• Jordi Bacaria i Colom, Director, Barcelona Centre for International Affairs
Break Out Session III:
How Think Tanks Can Harness Big Data and “AI” to Enhance
Research and Analysis
The panel will explore how to make think tank data and analysis more accessible, integrated and agile in the Digital age. Meeting this challenge requires think
tanks to learn new techniques and harness new technologies so they can reach
key audiences and stakeholders better. Specifically, the panelists will be asked
to present and discuss how the artificial intelligence, the cloud, info graphics, big
data and mobile technologies have become an integral part of policy research
and the operations of think tanks. The panel will also explore the tensions this
creates within their institutions and the academic and policy communities.
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Chair: Petr Lang, Program Director, Prague Security Studies Institute,
Czech Republic
• Bastian Giegerich, Director of Defence and Military Analysis, International Institute for Strategic Studies, London, United Kingdom
• Byung-Koo Cho, Executive Director, Knowledge Complex Management
Bureau, Korea Development Institute, Korea
• Anna Alberts, Project Lead European and Financial Transparency, Open
Knowledge Foundation Deutschland, Germany
Break Out Session IV:
Economics, Politics and the Future Europe
International forecasters are expressing greater confidence in the global
economy as countries across the globe are experiencing real growth in their
economies. Despite this rosy forecast there are plenty of risks ahead including the future shape and direction of the Eurozone and the European Union,
sustained global economic volatility, trade and monetary disputes and the
real threat of conflict in the Korea Peninsula and the Middle East. There are
series of challenges facing Europe that include: resolving the Brexit issue
and European instability, rising nationalist and protectionist tendencies in
the US and Europe; greater fiscal, monetary and revenue constraints; persistent high levels of unemployment; demographic realities and pressures
and the challenge of balancing growth, productivity and social progress. This
Break Out Session will explore these economic issues and how the current
political climate in Europe impacts the EU’s and national governments’ ability
to address these complex and competing policy issues.
Chair: Tarmo Jüristo, Head of Management Board, PRAXIS, Estonia
• Karel Lannoo, Chief Executive Officer, Centre for European Policy
Studies, Belgium
• Grzegorz Poniatowski, Director of Fiscal Policy Studies, CASE, Poland
• Georgy Ganev, Program Director, Centre for Liberal Strategies, Bulgaria
12:30 - 13:15

Break Out Session Highlights Sessions A with Round Table Discussion

13:15 - 14:15

Networking Lunch
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14:15 - 15:30

Break Out Sessions (B)
Break Out Session V:
Can Trans-Atlantic Relations Survive Trump, Putin and the Rise of China?
Trump, Putin, and Xi have no doubt are altering transatlantic relations. Trump’s
policy of “America First” as well as the United States’ geopolitical reorientation
from Europe towards Asia necessitates greater European engagement in world
politics. Putin’s intervention in Ukraine and his meddling in US and European
elections stress the importance of sovereignty and rule of law and security alliances designed to deter aggression. How does the rise of China and the
dynamic between these great powers underscore the struggle between change
and continuity in a world in transition? The Break Out Session will explore these
tectonics shifts and discuss what new paradigms and approaches are required
to sustain, redefine and reinvigorate Trans-Atlantic Relations.
Chair: Charles Powell, Director, Elcano Royal Institute, Spain
• Alina Polyakova, Foreign Policy Center on the United States and Europe,
Brookings Institution, United States
• Zbigniew Pisarski, President of the Board, Casimir Pulaski Foundation,
Poland
• John Seaman, Research Fellow at the Center for Asian Studies, French
Institute of International Relations, France
Break Out Session VI:
Innovation and Adaptation: New Strategies, Structures and Policies
for Think Tanks
It seems like everyone and anyone has an opinion on almost everything which
makes it difficult to assess the good, bad and dangerous information we
encounter every day. Policymakers and the public have reached the saturation
point. In this information’s rich environment how do think tanks maintain their
position as trusted sources of analytical rigor, research acumen and policy
expertise? How do think tanks adapt and innovate using new strategies structures and products? How do think tanks transform their outdated business
models so their organizations can more effectively respond to the digital and
political disruptions that have become the new normal? This Break Out Session will explore how this new operating environment will impact management, research and external relations.
Chair: Udi Dekel, Brig. Gen. (Brigadier general), Managing Director,
Institute for National Security Studies, Israel
• James McGann, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, United States
• R. Andreas Kraemer, Founder & Director, Ecologic Institute, Germany
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Break Out Session VII:
The World at Europe’s Door: Meeting the Challenge of Regular and
Irregular Migration
The Mediterranean Sea is called the world’s deadliest border because thousands of desperate migrants and refugees drown to reach Europe from Africa
and the Mideast. More than 1.5 million migrants and refugees have crossed
into Europe since 2015, sparking a crisis as countries struggled to cope with
the influx. This crisis is creating deep divisions in the EU over how best to deal
with resettling those fleeing war, famine, political instability and economic
hardship in face of rowing nationalism and populism. The wave of irregular
immigration has slowed but the challenge remains. The Break Out Session will
explore how think tanks are helping to both understand the issue and address
the humanitarian and policy dilemmas it presents.
Chair: Christina Krause, Coordinator for Migration and Refugee
Issues, Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Germany
• Paolo Magri, Executive Vice President and Director, Italian Institute for
International Political Studies, Italy
• Monika Sie Dhian Ho, Director, Netherlands Institute of International
Relations – Clingendael, Netherlands
Break Out Session VIII:
New Sources and Strategies for Funding Think Tanks
The traditional funding sources for think tanks are changing as donors shift
their priorities and funds away from policy research to action-oriented programs
or what has become known as “high impact philanthropy”. How can think tanks
develop new strategies and sources of funding as traditional sources disappear?
How can think tanks develop enduring partnerships with governments, corporations and individuals using social media, crowd sourcing and strategic communications and marketing? This Break Out Session will provide new and innovative ways to approach resource mobilization by challenging traditional notions
of fundraising methods and highlighting the tried and true approaches to funding think tanks.
Chair: Jose Luis Chicoma, Executive Director, Ethos Public Policy Lab,
Mexico
• Carlos Carnero, Director General, Fundación Alternativas, Spain
• Paola Maniga, Head of Development, Bruegel, Belgium
• Veronika Antall-Horváth, Deputy Director, József Antall Knowledge
Center, Hungary
15:30 - 16:00

Break Out Session Highlights Sessions B with Round Table Discussion
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16:00 - 16:15

Coffee Break

16:15 - 17:15

Reception and Structure Networking Session
Women Think Tank Scholars and Executives Group (Paola Maniga,
Bruegel)
Global Think Tank Alliance Group (Jim McGann, The Lauder Institute/
TTCSP)
Next Gen Think Tank Scholars and Executives Group (TTCSP Interns)
Security and International Affairs Think Tanks Group (Gwenaëlle
Sauzet, IRIS)
Economic Policy Group (Grzegorz Poniatowski, CASE)
Environmental Policy Group (R. Andreas Kraemer, Ecologic Institute)

17:30 - 18:30

Keynote Address with Q&A:
Bruce Stokes, Director Global Economic Attitudes at Pew Research
Center, on “Shifts and Changes in Public Opinion: Implications for
the Transatlantic Relationship”
European views of the United States and the U.S. President have been on a
roller coaster ride over the last two decades. The European public’s negative
views of President George W. Bush and U.S. policy in the Bush Administration
swung sharply positive during the Obama Administration. The election of
Donald Trump has again fueled unprecedented anti-Americanism in Europe. But
does it really matter? What does experience in the Bush and Obama administrations tell us about the implications of current European sentiment, and attitudes in the U.S., for the Transatlantic Relationship? Are commitments to
NATO in question? Do Europeans think the relationship is likely to get better
or worse? What are Europeans’ attitudes toward American soft power, which
is less reflective of attitudes toward different administrations and less driven
by opposition to a particular administration’s policies and America’s role in
Europe and the world? Bruce Stokes, director of global economic attitudes at
the Pew Research Center in Washington, will share the results of nearly two
decades of Pew Research public opinion polls to shed light on the situation.

18:30 - 21:00

Dinner

21:00

Bus transfer back to hotel
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Friday, 16 March 2018
Venue: Academy of Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Tiergartenstr. 35, 10785 Berlin

8:30

Bus transfer from hotel to Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung Academy

09:00 - 09:15

Welcome Remarks

09:15 - 10:15

Keynote Address:
Jacques Bughin, Director McKinsey Global Institute in conversation
with Andreas Kluth, editor-in-chief of Handelsblatt Global on “AI and
the future of work: Implications for jobs, skills, and policy”
The technology-driven world in which we live is a world filled with promise
but also challenges. Cars that drive themselves, machines that read X-rays,
and algorithms that respond to customer-service inquiries are all manifestations of powerful new forms of automation. Yet even as these technologies
increase productivity and improve our lives, their use will substitute for
some work activities humans currently perform – a development that has
sparked much public concern. What jobs will humans do in the future as
automation and AI technologies take hold? Will there be enough work for
everyone and what skills will be required? How do we manage the transitions that lie ahead? What are the implications for policy?

10:15 - 10:30

Coffee Break

10:30 - 11:30

Closing Plenary Session: Helping Shape the Future of Europe:
The Role of Think Tanks
Increasingly the view is that EU will emerge from its current identity and solidarity crisis more united and integrated but this does not diminish the need
for a Renaissance and reform of EU policies and institutions. At the same
moment, many are saying that this is the best of times for think tanks thanks
to the digital and political disruptions sweeping across the globe. These turbulent times make carefully considered insights and analysis a necessary commodity that is in short supply. But to take advantage of these opportunities
think tanks will have to adapt and innovate because they can’t do business as
usual. A Panel of think tanks scholars and executive will help provide a set of
suggestions for how to navigate the policy and organizational challenges facing Europe and its think tanks. The will also attempt to incorporate some of
the strategies and conclusions generated by the summit.
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Session Chair: Olaf Wientzek, Coordinator European Policy,
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Germany
• Fabrizio Tassinari, Senior Researcher, Danish Institute for International
Studies, Denmark
• Matt Dann, Secretary General, Bruegel, Belgium
• Milena Lazarevic, Program Director, European Policy Centre, Serbia
• Paolo Magri, Executive Vice President and Director, Italian Institute for
International Political Studies, Italy
• Luise Voget, Program Manager, Körber-Stiftung, Germany
12:00 - 12:45

Closing Round Table Discussion: How to Make Europe’s Think Tanks
Fit for the Future: Strategies for Reform, Innovation and Adaption

12:45 - 13:00

Closing Remarks and Plans for 2018 Global Summit and 2019 Europe
Summit
• Paul Linnarz, Team Leader, European and International Cooperation,
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Germany
• James G. McGann, Director TTCSP, Lauder Institute, University of
Pennsylvania, United States

13:00 - 14:00

Farewell Lunch (Departure of international participants)

14:30 - 16:00

Berlin City Tour (Option by you must sign up)
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Participants

Dlawer Ala’Aldeen – The Middle East Research Institute
(MERI)
Professor Dlawer Ala’Aldeen is the Founding President of the Middle East
Research Institute (MERI), Iraq’s leading policy-research institute and think tank.
MERI is focused on international politics, national security, rule-of-law, good governance and human rights. Dlawer was brought up in Erbil, studied medicine in
Baghdad and began his career as a clinical academic in the UK. He was Professor
of Medicine in Nottingham University, UK, and held a number of senior board and
executive positions at national institutions in the UK. Dlawer has been a human
right activist and co-founded the Kurdish Scientific and Medical Association
(1989) and Network of Iraqi Scientists Abroad (2006). He authored a book on
‘Lobbying for a Stateless Nation’ (2007) and another on ‘Nation building and the
system of self-governance in Kurdistan Region’ (2013). Dlawer has been involved
since 1992 in nation-building and capacity building projects in Kurdistan Region.
In October 2009, he joined the KRG Cabinet as Minister of Higher Education and
Scientific Research (until 5 April 2012). He initiated an ambitious programme to
radically reform the system of Higher Education in Kurdistan.

Anna Alberts – Open Knowledge Foundation Deutschland
Anna Alberts leads the EU research project OpenBudgets.eu. She has a
degree in international development studies and international relations and
worked as desk officer for data- and geopolitics at the Ministry of Foreign
Relations of the Netherlands. Anna develops Social Innovation projectsat the
Peace Innovation Lab in Berlin.

Veronika Antall-Horváth – Antall Józef Knowledge Centre
Earned her degree in Political Science at the University of Pécs. Was Head of
the Knowledge Centre’s V4 Office before becoming International Relations
Coordinator in 2016, and is a Former Trustee of the International Visegrad
Fund. Since October 2017, she has been the Deputy Director of the Knowledge
Centre. Is also Head of think.BDPST Conference, which is a strategic conference of Hungary, focusing on digitalisation and innovation.
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Jordi Bacaria i Colom – Barcelona Centre for International Affairs (CIDOB)
Jordi Bacaria is General Director and Senior Research Fellow at CIDOB (Barcelona Centre for International Affairs). Professor of Applied Economics at the
Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB), where he was dean of the Faculty
of Economics (1986–1988), director of the Institute for European Studies
(1988–1992, 1994–2000) and coordinator of the Doctoral Program in International Relations and European Integration (2000–2009). He is also director of
the journal “Foreign Affairs Latinoamérica” published in Mexico and a member
of FEMISE (Euro-Mediterranean Forum of Economic Science Institutes). From
2000 to 2013, he was co-director of the Institute for European Integration
Studies in Mexico, an institution funded by the European Commission and the
Autonomous Technological Institute of Mexico. He is the author of over a hundred publications (articles, book chapters and books) on economic integration,
Latin America, Mediterranean economy, monetary institutions and public choice.

David Baldock – Institute for European Environmental
Policy (IEEP)
David Baldock has had a career in sustainability think tanks and is widely published on EU policy issues. He was Director of the Institute for European Environmental Policy for eighteen years, founder of the Brussels office, stepping
down recently to become a Senior Fellow. He remains strongly engaged in
European policy debates, including on sustainability issues, governance and
land use, linking agriculture, climate and other concerns. He is also engaged
in Brexit issues and is an advisor to several organisations, including Parliamentary committees.

Adam Bartha - Institute of Economic Affairs (IEA)
Adam is European Outreach Manager at EPICENTER with responsibility for the
private and public events programme in Brussels. Previously, he was a Koch
Summer Fellow and interned in the Publications Department of the Independent Institute in California. He also has experience in domestic party politics
in Germany and Hungary and gained an insight into the working of the European Parliament through the office of a Hungarian MEP. Adam has a BA (Hons)
in Politics and International Relations from the University of Sheffield and an
MSc in Political Theory from the London School of Economics.
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Camilla Bausch - Ecologic Institute
Dr Camilla Bausch is Scientific Director and CEO of Ecologic Institute. For over
ten years she has researched, consulted and lectured on environmental, climate and energy policy. Dr Bausch was a long-standing part of the German
Delegation to the UN climate negotiations. She has been active in the introduction and reform of the emissions trading system in Germany as well as
ongoing developments in energy law. The implementation and effects of the
German energy transition on neighboring European countries is an important
aspect of her work as well as the ongoing development of European climate
and energy policy. Dr Bausch is Spokesperson for the Ecological Research Network (Ecornet). She is Associate Editor of the journal Carbon & Climate Law
Review (CCLR) and regularly teaches courses for Duke University. Dr Bausch
co-founded the Climate Talk event series in 2004 and was personally responsible for the initiative for a decade. She is also the initiator and head of the
EnergyTransitionArt project.

Michael Bröning – Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung
Michael Bröning is Head of the International Policy Analysis Department at the
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, a political foundation affiliated to the Social Democratic Party of Germany. He is the founding editor of Internationale Politik und
Gesellschaft, a trilingual political magazine, and has published several books
on European and Middle Eastern politics. He is a frequent contributer to
English- and German-language media, including Foreign Affairs, Politico, Die
Zeit, Süddeutsche Zeitung, and others. He has taught at Berlin’s Freie Universität, and has testified before the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the German
Bundestag and the European Parliament.

Keith Burnet – Chatham House
Keith Burnet is Director of Communications and Publishing at Chatham House,
the Royal Institute of International Affairs, where he oversees its communications strategy and outreach and has overall responsibility for the institute’s
magazine The World Today and journal International Affairs. An important
focus of his current work is on the lead up to Chatham House’s centenary in
2020. His previous marketing- and communications-related roles include for
Wood Mackenzie & Co; NatWest Securities; Wiley-Blackwell; the Industrial
Society; the Disablement Income Group; and the Labour party. He studied
business and politics at Oxford Brookes University and the Curtin University,
Western Australia. He was co-founder of the Scottish fanzine Deadbeat which
allowed him to indulge his interest in music and interview and write about artists and bands including Morrissey, New Order and, Echo and the Bunnymen.
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José Luis Chicoma – Ethos Public Policy Lab
José Luis Chicoma is the executive director of Ethos Public Policy Lab, a Mexican think tank recognized as one of the most innovative and relevant in Latin
America. Over the last five years, he has spearheaded a wide range of projects
–including research and public policy proposals, hackathons, and storytelling
through comics – which promote innovation, new instruments for public-private
collaboration, government transparency, and anticorruption efforts. He was
named by the prestigious Semana Economica magazine as one of the 25 people
under 45 that will change the Peruvian economy. Previously, he held various
high-level positions in the Peruvian public sector, including as Vice Minister of
Small and Medium Enterprises and Industries, Director of Export Promotion for
PROMPERU, and Advisor to the Minister of Foreign Trade and Tourism. Chicoma
has lectured on innovation, competitiveness and public management in various
universities and contributes to Latin American magazines and newspapers such
as Letras Libres, PODER, América Economía and Animal Político. He has served
as president of the National Pisco Commission and Innovate Peru, and member
of several boards from the public sector and civil society. He holds a master’s
in public policy from Harvard University and a BA in economics from Universidad
del Pacífico.

Carlos Carnero – Fundación Alternativas
Carlos Carnero is the Managing Director of the Fundación Alternativas. He is a
Professor at the University San Pablo CEU in the Master’s on the European
Union. Carnero has been a Spanish ambassador-at-Large for Projects within
the Framework of European Integration (2009–2012). He has served as Member of the European Parliament (1994–2009), and as Vice-President of the
Party of European Socialists (2006–2009). He was Member of the Convention
that drafted the European Constitution (2002–2003). Mr. Carnero is also
member of the Scientific Council of the Real Instituto Elcano. He is a recipient
of Medal of the Order of Constitutional Merit of Spain, Medal of the European
Parliament, and Medal of the Order of Civil Merit of Spain. He also holds a University Diploma in Tourism.

Celso Castro – Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV)
Celso Castro was born in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 1963. He is Professor and
current Dean of the School of Social Sciences at Fundação Getulio Vargas
(FGV CPDOC, Brazil). Dr Castro has a PhD in Social Anthropology and is the
author of several books on the military, including Qualitative Methods in Military Studies (Routledge, 2013) and Researching the Military (Routledge,
2016). He teaches in graduate and undergraduate courses at FGV and is the
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director of a series of books of Social Sciences for Zahar editors. During his
academic career, he was member of the Executive Committee of the Brazilian
Studies Association (BRASA, 2004–2008) and Visiting Scholar at the Universities of Oxford (2000), Grenoble (2009) e El Colegio de México (2010).

Aleksandra Chmielewska – European Institute of the
Mediterranean (IFMed/EuroMeSCo)
Aleksandra Chmielewska is Project Manager and Researcher at the European
Institute of the Mediterranean. She joined the IEMed as a fellowship holder.
Prior to that, she was a trainee at the Permanent Representation of Poland
to the Council of Europe and at the Polish Ministry of Regional Development.
She has been a guest lecturer at CEA Global Campus Barcelona and the
Study Abroad Program at UAB, as well as at IBEI – Barcelona Institute of
International Studies. She holds double MA degree in Political Science from
Jagiellonian University and from Institut d´études politiques de Strasbourg
(Science Po).

Byung Koo Cho – Korea Development Institute (KDI)
Currently working as the Executive Director of the ‘Global Knowledge
Exchange and Development Center’ at Korea Development Institute (KDI).
Has served as the Director of the ‘Economic Education and Information Center’ twice and also as the Director of the Department of Research Coordination, and the Department of the North Korean Economy. Received a Ph.D. in
Sociology at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 1991, and
since then has worked at KDI for 27 years. Right now undertaking a project
for developing ‘Nation Happiness Index’ for the Korean Government.

Michael Cox – London School of Economics and Political
Science (LSE) IDEAS
Professor Michael Cox is Director of LSE IDEAS and Emeritus Professor of International Relations at LSE. He helped establish the Cold War Studies Centre in
2004 and expanded it into IDEAS, a foreign policy centre based at the LSE
which aims to bring the academic and policy words together in 2008. In a 2018
international survey, IDEAS was ranked 2nd in the world amongst the best university affiliated Think Tanks. Author of over twenty five books Professor Cox
has written extensively on the Cold War, global politics in the 21st century and
the ideas of E H Carr. He is now currently working on a history of LSE.
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Matt Dann – Bruegel
Matt Dann supports Bruegel’s director in his executive tasks. He oversees the
management of Bruegel’s non-research operations, takes care of finances and
manages the institutional relations with Bruegel’s members. He has been with
Bruegel for 12 years. Matt is an experienced media professional who has
worked in both television and the financial sector. He is a graduate of Keele
University, England, and has an MBA from Solvay Business School of the Université Libre de Bruxelles. He is fluent in English and French, and has a working knowledge of Dutch.

Zhidas Daskalovski – Center for Research and Policy
Making (CRPM)
Mr. Zhidas Daskalovski is president of the most prestigious Macedonian think
tank, Center for Research and Policy Making (International awards from GDN
Outstanding Research on Development 2016, PASOS Think Tank Award 2010
and Think Tank Publication Award 2013, best ranked on the Global Think Tank
Index 2013–2017). He holds a PhD from the Central European University and
has published numerous scholarly articles on politics in the Balkans, as well as
co-edited books including: Understanding the War in Kosovo (Frank Cass) and
Ten Years after the Ohrid Framework Agreement: Lessons Learned from the
Macedonian Experience, (CRPM and Friedrich Ebert Stiftung). A professor and
one of the most prominent political scientists in Macedonia, Daskalovski is recipient of a number of distinguished fellowships including the Lord Dahrendorf Fellowship at St. Antony’s College at the Oxford University, the UCL/School of Slavonic and East European Studies Fellowship, and the Social Science Research
Council/ Ethnobarometer Fellowship at the University of North Caroline. He has
written Macedonia country reports for Freedom House/Nations in Transit, Open
Budget Index, Global Integrity Report, Bertelsmann Transformation Index, UNDP
People Centred Analysis, UN Human Development Report. He is Director of the
Council of Europe supported School of Public Policy Mother Teresa.

Udi Dekel – The Institute for National Security Studies
(INSS)
Udi Dekel, who was appointed Managing Director of INSS in February 2013,
was head of the negotiations team with the Palestinians in the Annapolis process under the Olmert government. Brig. Gen. (res.) Dekel filled many senior
IDF positions in intelligence, international military cooperation, and strategic
planning. His last post in the IDF was head of the Strategic Planning Division
in the Planning Directorate of the General Staff, and as a reservist he is head
of the Center for Strategic Planning. Previously he served as head of the for-
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eign relations section in the General Staff and head of the Research Division in
Lahak, Israel Air Force Intelligence. Brig. Gen. (res.) Dekel served as head
of the Israel-UN-Lebanon committee following the Second Lebanon War and
head of military committees with Egypt and Jordan. In addition, he headed a
working group on strategic-operative cooperation with the United States on
development of a response to the surface-to-surface missile threat and international military cooperation. He served on the 2006 commission to update
Israel’s security concept and coordinated the formulation of IDF strategy.

Bousso Dramé – Institut Montaigne
Bousso is Director of Policy and Studies. She is in charge of structuring and
managing Institut Montaigne’s intellectual production, articulating a strategic
direction for our works. She joined Institut Montaigne in November 2017.
Bousso began her career in 2008 as Policy Analyst for the World Bank Group.
Successively based in Washington D.C., Nairobi and Dakar, she spent four
years advising various African governments on social policy and investment
climate reforms for the private sector. From 2013 to 2015, she worked as an
independent consultant advising, among others, Mali’s Ministry of Mining on
matters pertaining to community development, sustainable development and
vocational training. In 2015, Bousso joined Greenpeace Africa as Senior Policy
Advisor. There, she developed and implemented a policy strategy for the
Oceans Campaign and carried-out advocacy work at regional and continental
levels in favor of sustainable fisheries and oceans protection in West Africa.
For several months, she was appointed interim Senior Oceans Campaign Manager and led the campaign team covering the West Africa region. In 2017, as
a consultant, she conducted ad hoc missions on environmental policy and
development issues
A Senegalese national, Bousso, who undertook part of her undergraduate
studies in Mexico (ITAM), graduated from the London School of Economics
and Sciences Po Paris.

Ahmed Driss – Center for Mediterranean and International Studies (CMIS)
Dr Ahmed Driss is President-Director of the Center for Mediterranean and
International Studies in Tunis, a position in which he has served since 2005.
Since 2012, he has also been the director of the Tunisian School of Politics,
an organization dedicated to overcoming barriers to youth political participation through training. He is a lecturer at the NATO Defense College. He is a
professor of law and political science at the university of Tunis El Manar and
has served as a member of the governing council of the International Academy for Constitutional Law since 2000. He was named a member of the gov-
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erning board of the Mediterranean Citizens’ Assembly Foundation in 2017.
He holds a doctorate in law and political science and is a graduate of the
École Nationale d’Administration Publique in Rabat. He is an Alumnus of the
Near East South Asia Center of Strategic Studies, National Defense University, Washington DC.

Ferdinando Nelli Feroci – International Affairs Institute
(IAI)
Ferdinando Nelli Feroci is president of the IAI. A diplomat from 1972 to 2013,
he was Permanent Representative of Italy to the European Union in Brussels
(2008–13), Chief of Staff (2006–08) and Director General for European Integration (2004–06) at the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Previously, he
served in New York at the United Nations, in Algiers, Paris and Beijing. He also
served as Diplomatic Counsellor of the Vice President of the Italian Council of
Ministers (1998). In June 2014 he was appointed to the post of European Commissioner in the Commission chaired by Manuel Barroso to replace Antonio
Tajani, a position he held until the end of the mandate of the Commission on
1 November 2014. Formerly a Fellow at the Center for International Affairs,
Harvard University (1985–1986), and Visiting Professor at the Istituto Universitario Orientale of Naples (1989), he is currently a professor at the School of
Government of LUISS, Rome. He is the author of many articles and essays on
international relations, European affairs and political affairs.

Kristian Fischer – Danish Institute for International Studies
(DIIS)
Kristian Fischer is the new director at DIIS. Kristian Fisher will succeed Nanna
Hvidt who has been at the helm of DIIS since 2005. Kristian Fischer brings
substantial experience from international positions, including the Danish Delegation to NATO in Brussels. He comes to DIIS from a position as Deputy Permanent Secretary at the Danish Ministry of Defence, where he heads the
Security Policy Division.

Sebastian Gallander – Vodafone Foundation Germany
Sebastian Gallander joined the Vodafone Foundation as a Fellow in 2011 and
became head of the foundation’s think tank in 2013 until he was appointed
Managing Director in 2017. Following his community service year he had studied communications in Berlin and Seattle. After that he started working as
consultant for strategy and political communication at the agency Scholz &
Friends. Before changing to the foundation he completed Master’s of Public
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Administration (MPA) – on a fellowship of Harvard University – at the Kennedy
School of Government.

Georgy Ganev – Centre for Liberal Strategies
Georgy Ganev is an economist and is a program director for economic
research at the Centre for liberal strategies in Sofia, Bulgaria. Since 2003 he
is an assistant professor at Sofia University’s Faculty of Economics and Business Administration. Since 2005 he is Chair of the Governing Council of the
Bulgarian Macroeconomics Association. His interests are related to issues of
macroeconomics and monetary theory and policy, political economy, transition, development and growth economics, new institutional economics. At the
university he teaches the standard courses of introductory macroeconomics,
money and banking, as well as a graduate seminar in new institutional economics. The most recent publications of Georgy Ganev in English are in: Der
Donauraum, the Routledge volume “The political economy of reform failure”
edited by Mats Lundahl and Michael Wyzan, and East European Politics and
Societies.

Anna Ganeva – Centre for Liberal Strategies (CLS)
Anna Ganeva is the Executive Director of the Sofia based think tank Centre for
Liberal Strategies since 2003. As a researcher and team leader Anna Ganeva
participates in projects in the fields of political science, foreign policy, political
sociology, and anti-corruption for more than 20 years. Her previous carrier
includes Executive Director and Member of the Board of the Investigative Journalists Association, Sofia (2000) and Executive Director of the Bulgaria-Russia
Association (1997–2000).

Jaime Gama – Francisco Manuel dos Santos Foundation
Born in 1947, he graduated in Philosophy from the University of Lisbon and
led several Ministries in different governments (Internal Affairs, National
Defense and Foreign Affairs). He was Member of Parliament from 1975 to
2011, were he held office as Speaker, consequently becoming a member of
the Council of State.
Presently, he is Chairman of the Board of the Francisco Manuel dos Santos
Foundation. He is member of the Supervisory Board at the University of Lisbon, and member of the Strategy Board of the Political Studies Institute of
Lisbon’s Catholic University. He is member of the European Council on Foreign
Relations and of the Aspen Ministers Forum. He is also Senior Strategic Counsel at Albright Stonebridge Group. In addition, he is the Chairman of the
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Board of Directors of Novo Banco of the Azores and Chairman of the Supervisory Board for the electronic newspaper “Observador”.
He was awarded several decorations, Portuguese and foreign, and was
appointed Chancellor of the Ancient Military Orders of Portugal by the Portuguese President. He was recently awarded the degree of Doctor Honoris Causa
in Political Science from the University of Azores.

Valery Garbuzov – Institute for the US and Canadian
Studies of Russian Academy of Sciences
Valery Garbuzov – Doctor in History, Director of the Institute for the US and
Canadian Studies of Russian Academy of Sciences, one of the leading Russian
scientists-americanists, who made a major contribution to the study of the
theory and practice of American conservatism, the specifics of political development, activities of public, political and state institutions in the US. Author of
13 individual and collective monographs, dozens of scientific publications on
the theory and practice of modern American conservatism, the relationship
between the state and society, internal and foreign policy of the US, as well as
articles in Russian and foreign socio-political periodicals. Member of the Scientific Council and the Dissertation Council on political science of ISKRAN, member of the editorial boards of the journals “USA-Canada: Economics, politics,
culture”, “Russia and America in the XXI century”, member of the Russian
International Affairs Council (RIAC). Scientific work combines with teaching
activity in higher educational institutions. Since 2000 Professor of the Faculty
of World Politics of the State Academic University of Humanitarian Science
(GAUGN). Under his leadership, five doctoral theses were prepared and
defended. Takes an active part in the preparation of information and analytical
materials for Federal public authorities.

Ansgar Gessner – German Marshall Fund of the United
States (GMF)
Ansgar Gessner is a strategy and innovation expert with more than 10 years
of experience in both the for-profit and non-profit sector. Before becoming
Deputy Director Strategic Partnership, he launched and directed the Mercator
European Dialogue project from GMF’s Berlin office. His areas of expertise and
interest are innovation, creative and foresight techniques, strategic development and strategic partnerships. Before joining GMF, Gessner worked as a
Senior Manager for Programs and Strategy with the Alfred Herrhausen
Gesellschaft – the international Forum of Deutsche Bank. He was responsible
for the development of their national and international programs, external
communications, and strategy. Ansgar’s past professional experience includes
working as an executive team member of Triad Projektgesellschaft mbH, as
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the project coordinator of the largest international summer university program in
Germany (FUBiS), and as the project manager of an EU Commission funded
research network project (TNP3). Gessner studied American studies, modern history, and law at Freie Universität Berlin and the University of Washington Seattle.

Cristian Ghinges – Romanian Academic Society (RAS)
Just 24 years old, Cristian is an independent local councilor of Bacau municipality, elected with 13 percent (7,311) votes in the local elections in 2016,
after having spent 10 years doing blogging and having a series of projects on
the areas such as decisional transparency, youth policies, local culture and
urban mobility. He studied public administration in Bucharest and has a master in organizational and public services management and is currently attending the Faculty of Urbanism from the “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture
and Urbanism for urban mobility studies. Currently he is working for the
Romanian Academic Society (RAS), where he manages the “Clean Schools”
project wich aims to make the budgets of schools and high schools in Romania
more transparent and open to public through the involvement of parents,
pupils, teachers and local authorities. Cristian also coordinates the national
alliance for good governance named “Clean Romania”.

Bastian Giegerich – International Institute for Strategic
Studies (IISS)
Dr Bastian Giegerich is Director of Defence and Military Analysis at the IISS,
where he leads the team that produces the annual flagship publication The
Military Balance, oversees the development of The Military Balance Plus
online database. He holds a PhD in International Relations from the London
School of Economics (LSE) and an MA in Political Science from the University
of Potsdam.

Roubini (Ruby) Gropas – European Political Strategy
Centre (EPSC), European Commission
Ruby Gropas leads the Social Affairs team at the European Political Strategy
Centre (EPSC), the European Commissions in-house think-tank. She is Visiting
Professor at the College of Europe, Bruges and holds a Lectureship in International Relations at the Law Faculty of the University of Thrace (currently on
leave of absence). Ruby was Research Fellow in the Global Governance Programme of the Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies at the European
University Institute, Florence between 2012–2015; and Research Fellow at the
Hellenic Foundation for European and Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP) from 2002–2012.
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Iulian Groza – European Policies and Reforms (IPRE)
Iulian Groza is a career diplomat and an expert in foreign policy, European
affairs and good governance. He is a former Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the Republic of Moldova responsible for European Integration (June 2013
to March 2015). Before that he served in different capacities including as
Director General at the Directorate for European integration at the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and European Integration. He was posted as well to Brussels at the Moldovan Mission to the EU. Currently he leads the Institute for
European Policies and Reforms (IPRE) and is a Board member of the Institute for Strategic Initiatives (IPIS). Mr. Groza is a PhD candidate at the Moldovan State University and holds a BA degree in law. He also did postgraduate European Studies at Birmingham University and NATO Security Studies
at SNSPA in Bucharest. Iulian is an FCO Chevening Scholar and member of
European-American Young Leaders Program.

Ardian Hackaj – Cooperation & Development Institute
(CDI)
Ardian Hackaj is Research Director at Cooperation and Development Institute a politically-independent Albanian think tank. He has authored research works
on the Berlin Process, on youth, migration, connectivity and regional cooperation in WB6. During his career Mr. Hackaj has held management positions at
the College of Europe-Bruges, International Organization for Migration, United
Nations, and the EU Commission. He holds an MA from College of Europe, a BA
in International Economics from Université Lumière, Lyon II, and a University
Diploma in European Studies from Institut d’Etudes Politiques, Lyon.

Christine Hackenesch – German Development Institute
(DIE)
Christine Hackenesch is Senior Researcher at the German Development Institute (DIE). Her research focuses on EU external relations, Sino–African relations and the domestic politics of African authoritarian regimes.
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Janne Halttu – Finnish Institute of International Affairs
(FIIA)
Dr Janne Halttu has worked at the Finnish Institute of International Affairs
(FIIA) as Head of Communications since 2012. He holds a PhD on Journalism
and Mass Communication from the University of Westminster, London. At FIIA,
he has also worked on creating an online archive of Finnish foreign policy
which was launched in 2012 at www.eilen.fi.

Adel Hamaizia – Oxford Gulf and Arabian Peninsula
Studies Form (OxGAPS)
Adel Hamaizia is Committee Vice-Chairman of the Oxford Gulf and Arabian
Peninsula Studies Forum (OxGAPS) where he is the Co-Editor of OxGAPS’ thematic-quarterly, “Gulf Affairs”. He is a researcher at the University of Oxford,
where he focuses on the Political Economy of the Middle East, and where he
teaches Middle East Politics. Adel is also a Senior Teaching Fellow at the Department of Financial and Management Studies at SOAS, University of London. Adel
is an independent consultant advising governments and private sector on and
across the GCC and North Africa with a focus on political risk, economic, development, and public diplomacy issues. He is also an associate at Global Partners
Governance.

© Tobias Koch

Heribert Hirte – Member of Parliament, University
Professor
Born on 31 March 1958 in Cologne; Roman Catholic; married; two children.
Member of the German Bundestag since 2013 (elected in 2013 and re-elected
in 2017). Since February 2014, Professor Hirte has been serving as chairman of
the CDU/CSU parliamentary group’s St Stephen’s Group, which promotes religious
tolerance and religious freedom and works to end the persecution of Christians.
Currently managing director of the Institute for Trade, Shipping and Business
Law (SHSW) at the University of Hamburg since 2000; Professor at the Centre
Universitaire de Luxembourg from 1999 to 2004; visiting professor at Doshisha
University in Kyoto and at the Korea University in Seoul in 2001. Member of
Collegio dei docenti del Dottorato di ricerca in Diritto dell’Impresa of Bocconi
University in Milan since 2003; visiting professor at Bocconi University in Milan
from 2006 to 2008; spent time carrying out research in the School of Law at
Fordham University in New York in 2011.
Membership of Bundestag bodies and parliamentary posts:
• Committee on Legal Affairs and Consumer Protection
• Committee on the Affairs of the European Union
• Finance Committee (Substitute Member)
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Tarmo Jüristo – PRAXIS
Tarmo Jüristo has been with Think Tank PRAXIS since summer 2016. Previously he has worked in Hansapank, in fields of asset management and investment, and as a partner in investment banks LHV and GILD Bankers. He has
graduated from the Tartu University’s Faculty of Economics with a degree in
Finance.

Martina Kaiser – Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V. (KAS)
Martina Kaiser has been a member of the foundation since 2012, initially as a
consultant in the Asia and Pacific team, where she was responsible for the project work of KAS in Southeast Asia. From January 2013 to September 2015, she
worked as the external relations coordinator and the international media program in the European and International Cooperation Department and as a
European Policy Officer. Since April 2017, she has supported the Political Dialogue and Analysis team as a consultant for cross-cutting tasks.
Previously, she studied German, Romance Studies and European Studies at the
Technical University in Dresden and the European University Viadrina in Frankfurt (Oder). She began her professional career at Axel Springer AG, where she
worked in the advertising sector from January 2002 to December 2005.

Arnold Kammel – Austrian Institute for European and
Security Policy (AIES)
Dr Arnold Kammel has been Director of the Austrian Institute for European
and Security Policy (AIES) since 2015. He studied Law and Political Science in
Graz, Vienna and Alcalá de Henares (Madrid) and holds a Doctor of Law
degree of the University of Graz. He obtained a Master of Arts in Business
from the University of Applied Sciences in Eisenstadt. In 2004 Arnold Kammel
became a research fellow at the Austrian Institute for European and Security
Policy (AIES). From 2007–2014, Arnold Kammel served as the Secretary General of the AIES. He is a member of the Science Commission of the Austrian
Ministry of Defence, member of the Scientific Board of the Cologne Forum for
International Relations and served as Vice-President of the Atlantic Treaty
Association (ATA) in Brussels between December 2014 and December 2017.
His research covers the topic European integration (focusing on EU foreign,
security and defence policy) as well as EU Governance and transatlantic relations. He regularly teaches at Austrian universities and abroad.
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Heung Chong Kim – Korea Institute for International
Economic Policy (KIEP)/ French Institute of International Relations (IFRI)
Dr Heung Chong Kim, senior research fellow, had served KIEP as Vice President, Deputy President of Research Planning and Coordination, Deputy President of Center for Regional Economic Studies, and other important positions
during his tenure. He is now a senior visiting fellow at IFRI, France as well, and
an Adjunct Professor at Sogang University, Korea. He was among the Advisory
Staff to the Deputy Prime Minister/Minister of Finance & Economy of Korea, and
had been a key advisor to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade on the
Korea-EU FTA. He is now advising the Ministry of Strategy and Finance on G20,
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on Korea’s mid to long-term diplomatic strategy,
and the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy on ASEM and Brexit. Dr Kim’s
expertise includes trade policy, European studies, and regional integration. He
has published more than 70 papers and books, and has actively contributed to
various newspapers and TV programs. Dr Kim’s expertise includes trade policy,
European studies, and regional integration. Before joining KIEP, Dr Kim was an
Honorary Member of the High Table in Christ Church, Oxford. Dr Kim read economics at Seoul National University and the University of Oxford.

R. Andreas Kraemer – Ecologic Institute
R. Andreas Kraemer, Mercator Senior Fellow as well as Senior Fellow at the
Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI) in Waterloo (Ontario),
and non-executive Director of the Fundação Oceano Azul in Lisboa (Portugal)
is Founder & Director Emeritus of Ecologic Institute in Berlin, Germany, Chairman (pro bono) of Ecologic Institute US in Washington DC, and initiator of the
Arctic Summer College. He is also Visiting Assistant Professor of Political Science and Adjunct Professor of German Studies at Duke University. His
research focuses on the role and functions of science-based policy institutes
or “think tanks” in theory and the practice in different political systems, the
interactions among policy domains and international relations, and global governance on environment, resources, climate and energy.

Christina Krause – Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V. (KAS)
Dr Christina Krause is currently the coordinator for Migration and Refugee Issues
at the Konrad Adenauer Foundation (KAS) in Berlin. Before joining KAS,
Dr Krause worked for UNHCR in Berlin (2000–2005) mainly dealing with protection and resettlement of refugees from former Yugoslavia. Here she also
followed the talks and developments of the first comprehensive legislation on
migration in Germany (Zuwanderungsgesetz) - which became the subject of
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her Ph.D. thesis. For KAS Dr Krause has served as representative in the Sarajevo-Office, worked on the desk for the Andean Countries and most lately the
Western European Countries. She holds a Ph.D. in Political Science from the
University of Kiel. Her Master’s thesis dealt with migration flows from Albania
to Italy via the Strait of Otranto in the late 1990ies.

Petr Lang – Prague Security Studies Institute (PSSI)
Petr Lang is Program Director of the Prague Security Studies Institute. Mr. Lang
has been working as PSSI’s Program Coordinator since 2006. His responsibilities include the coordination, planning and implementation of all PSSI’s programs Mr. Lang has, to date, focused on energy security, breaking geopolitical
developments and the nexus of global economics/finance and national security concerns. He has also coordinated major events in a number of other policy areas (e.g missile defense, space security etc.). Prior to joining PSSI, he
served as Fundraising and Human Resources Coordinator at the Forum 2000
Foundation in Prague and as the Editor at the People in Need Foundation. In
2009–2010, Mr. Lang also lectured on the EU’s energy security policies at Metropolitan University in Prague. He holds an advanced MA degree (PhDr) in
political science from the Faculty of Social Sciences at Charles University and
has published periodically on subjects in his field.

Karel Lannoo – Centre of European Policy Studies (CEPS)
Chief executive of CEPS since 2000. Published some books and numerous
articles in newspapers, specialised magazines and journals on general European public policy, and specific financial regulation and supervision matters.
Latest book: ‘The Great Financial Plumbing, From Northern Rock to Banking
Union’, Rowman and Littlefield, 2015; Karel Lannoo holds a baccalaureate in
philosophy (1984) and an MA in modern history (1985) from the University
of Leuven, Belgium and obtained a postgraduate in European studies (Centre
d’Etudes européennes, CEE) from the University of Nancy, France (1986).
Before joining CEPS, he worked for STUC (students’ cultural centre), did a
stage in the EU Commission (in the spokesmen’s service in the Delors years),
was employed by an Italian agro-food company (Ferruzzi) and a professional
association, and was also active as free-lance journalist.
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Milena Lazarevic - European Policy Centre (CEP)
Milena Lazarevic is co-founder and Programme Director of European Policy Centre
– CEP, a Belgrade-based independent, non-profit, non-governmental think tank.
She is in charge of the overall programmatic strategy and quality assurance
within the organisation. Milena is a proven expert in the field of governance and
public administration reform, with consultancy engagements including SIGMA/
OECD, ReSPA and the World Bank. In 2014–2015, in addition to her work at CEP,
she acted as the special adviser to the Serbian Deputy Prime Minister in charge
of public administration reform. Prior to co-founding CEP, Milena served for six
years in the Serbian civil service, as adviser for public administration reform and
administrative capacities for EU accession in the EU Integration Office of the Serbian Government (SEIO) and in the Serbian Ministry of Public Administration. As
a Soros scholar, she obtained her BA degree in European Studies and International Relations at the American University in Bulgaria (AUBG), after which she
obtained an advanced MA degree in European studies at the College of Europe,
on a King Baudouin Foundation scholarship. She later also graduated from the
Diplomatic Academy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Serbia and obtained an
MA in European Administrative Law at the Law Faculty of the Belgrade University.
She speaks fluently English, French, Italian and Bulgarian. She is married and
mother of two children.

Mark Leonard - European Council on Foreign Relations
(ECFR)
Mark Leonard is Director of the European Council on Foreign Relations. He moderates a weekly podcast entitled “The World in 30 Minutes”, in which he discusses
current affairs with renowned experts. Honoured as a ‘Young Global Leader’ of the
World Economic Forum, he was Chairman of their Global Agenda Council on
Geo-economics. He is a regular speaker and a prolific writer and commentator on
global issues, the future of Europe, China’s internal politics, and the practice of
diplomacy and business in a networked world. His essays appear regularly in publications including Financial Times, New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street
Journal, Le Monde, Süddeutsche Zeitung, El País, Gazeta Wyborcza, Foreign Policy, New Statesman, Economist, Time and Newsweek. In addition, Mark is author
of two best-selling books: “Why Europe will run the 21st Century”, and “What
does China Think?”. He has edited two books, China 3.0 and Connectivity Wars.
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Paul Linnarz – Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V. (KAS)
Based in Berlin since August 2016, Paul Linnarz serves as Director of the Political
Dialogue and Analysis Team of the German Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS).
Prior to his appointment, he worked for KAS as Resident Representative for
Japan and Regional Representative for Economic Policy (Tokyo), Director for the
Regional Media Programme Asia (Singapore) and Director of the Regional Media
Programme Latin America (Lima). During his professional career Linnarz also
served as Managing Director of two German companies, as a radio journalist for
KBS World in Seoul and in various senior positions for the German international
broadcasting service Deutsche Welle. He studied History and Political Economy
and holds a Master of Arts from the University of Cologne.

Ioana Lung – Martens Centre
Ioana Lung is Senior Communications and Marketing Officer with the Wilfried
Martens Centre for European Studies in Brussels, the largest political think
tank at European level. Previously, Ioana was in charge of the European operations of an American technology company that advises political parties and
candidates on their digital strategy. She also worked in the European Parliament and was the holder of a Marie Curie fellowship at the University of
Wales, Aberystwtyh. Her areas of expertise and interest range from political
communication, storytelling, data-driven research as well as the role of social
media in campaigns and elections.

Paolo Magri - Italian Institute for International Political
Sciences (ISPI)
Paolo Magri is Executive Vice President and Director of the Italian Institute for
International Political Studies (ISPI) and Professor of International Relations
at Bocconi University. He is also Member of the Strategic Committee of the
Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs; Member of the Europe Policy Group del
World Economic Forum (Davos) and Secretary of the Italian Group of the Trilateral Commission. He is a regular speaker, writer and commentator to
diverse media outlet on global issues, US foreign policy, Iran and Middle East.
Previously, he served as Programme Director to the UN Secretariat in New
York and, up to 2005, as Director of International Affairs at Bocconi University
in Milan.
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Paola Maniga – Bruegel
Paola, an Italian citizen, is Head of Development at Bruegel. She has joined
Bruegel in September 2014 with the mission to expand the Membership Programme and develop new funding channels for Bruegel. She is also one of the
co-founders of The Brussels Binder, a female-experts database launched in January 2018 by a group of women in think tanks, aimed at improving gender
diversity in policy debates. Before joining Bruegel, she was Secretary General of
the European Association of Sugar Traders (ASSUC) and Trade Policy Adviser for
the associations representing international trade in flowers (Union Fleurs) and
EU imports of processed agriculture and fishery products (Frucom). Paola holds
two Master Degrees, in Local Economic Development from the London School of
Economics and in Management from Bocconi University and a Bachelor Degree
in Economics and Management for Arts, Culture and Communication.

Edita Maslauskaitė – Lithuanian Free Market Institute
Edita Maslauskaitė joined LFMI in 1999. From 2002 Edita served as Development
Director and in 2006 was appointed Vice-President to manage LFMI’s fundraising
and develop relations with international organizations and foundations, supporters and the business community. She is also responsible for administrative
affairs. Edita has extensive experience in strategic planning, maintaining the
strategy and evaluating the performance of the think tank. Since 2009 to 2016
Edita supervised an international project “Intellectual Entrepreneurship” aimed
at building and strengthening the management capacities of newly established
pro-liberal European think-tanks by equipping them with the fundamental
knowledge of the activities and functioning of a free market-based organization.

Sylvie Matelly – French Institute for International and
Strategic Affairs (IRIS)
Sylvie Matelly joined IRIS in 2001. After a masters degree in International
Economics (with a minor in Financial markets, energy and raw materials), she
pursued a PhD about “Economic determinants of military spending” at the
University of Grenoble, France. She also studied in Barcelona and Montpellier.
At IRIS, her work focuses on Defence Economics, Arms Industry, Export Control and Corruption issues. She has conducted studies for the French Ministry
of Defence and Foreign Affairs, the EU Commission, the Defence Agency and
the Parliament, as well as for Strategy and Defence companies. In 2003, she
co-created the Master’s degree in “Geoeconomy and Strategic Intelligence”,
which has trained an average of 30 students each year since. She is also an
associate professor and head of the department of Finance, Economics and
Law at the Léonard de Vinci Business School (La Défence – Paris). She has
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published a book in collaboration with Bastien Nivet on “Europe and globalization” in 2015 and another one about Dirty money in February 2018.

James G. McGann – Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program, University of Pennsylvania
James G. McGann is a senior lecturer of International Studies at the Lauder
Institute, director of the Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program and senior
fellow, Fels Institute of Government at the University of Pennsylvania. Prior to
assuming his current post, James was Assistant Director of the International
Relations Program at the University of Pennsylvania. He has also served as the
Senior Vice President for the Executive Council on Foreign Diplomats, the
Assistant Director of the Institute of Politics, Kennedy School of Government,
and the Public Policy Program Officer for The Pew Charitable Trusts. James
earned his M.A. and Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania. He was a
National Fellow at Stanford University while writing his doctoral thesis, which
examined the nature and evolution of public-policy research organizations in
the United States such as Brookings Institution, Heritage Foundation, Urban
Institute, and others. James compared and contrasted the mission, structure,
and operating principles of these leading think tanks to determine how those
factors influenced the institutions’ role in policymaking. His research and consulting have enabled him to work with governments and civil society organizations in over 100 countries. He is the creator and editor of the annual Global
Go To Think Tank Index. His latest book is entitled: The Fifth Estate: Think
Tanks Public Policy and Governance (Brooking 2016). Several books that he
has been working will be released this year: Think Tanks, Foreign Policy and
the Emerging Powers (MacMillian Spring 2018),Think Tanks and Emerging
Power Policy Networks (MacMillian Spring/Summer 2018), Think Tanks the
New Policy Advisers in Asian (Brookings Press Fall 2018) and Trends and Transitions in Security Expertise From Deterrence to Climate Change and Back
Again (Routledge Fall 2017)

Michael Mehling – Center for Energy and Environmental
Policy Research (MIT)
Michael Mehling is Deputy Director of the Center for Energy and Environmental Policy Research (CEEPR) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), a research scientist with the MIT Energy Initiative (MITei), and a Visiting Professor at the University of Strathclyde. He brings over a decade of
experience working on energy and environmental policy with government
agencies, private companies and civil society organizations in North America,
Europe, and the developing world. His recent work has focused on carbon
pricing and other policies to address environmental impacts of the energy sys-
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tem. In recent years, research interests have included the energy and climate
policy of the European Union as well as the effects of the German energy
transition, or “Energiewende.” Previously, Michael served as Executive Director
of MIT CEEPR with responsibility for day-to-day operations and fundraising,
and as founding President of Ecologic Institute in Washington DC, an environmental policy think tank with partner offices in Berlin and Brussels, where he
remains on the Board of Directors and is a manager of the U.S. Chapter of the
Konrad-von-Moltke Fund. He has coordinated research projects and provided
policy advice for government agencies in the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, China, South Korea, Mexico, and Vietnam, as well as intergovernmental entities such as the European Parliament, the European Commission, the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD),
and the World Bank.

Martin Michelot – EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy
Martin Michelot is the Deputy Director of the EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy in Prague, and a Non-Resident Fellow at the Paris office of German
Marshall Fund of the United States. Michelot specializes in transatlantic security and NATO policy with a particular focus on regional security cooperation
mechanisms in Europe, French foreign policy, and the development of EU
defense mechanisms. Michelot leads EUROPEUM’s foreign policy programming
in Central Europe, with a focus on security policy, immigration issues and
regional cooperation. Michelot also manages the high-level convening program
Transatlantic Security and Future of NATO program for the German Marshall
Fund, where he has over 5 years of experience in event management and
research on transatlantic security cooperation issues. He is a graduate of Sciences Po Lyon, where he studied international relations. His previous experiences include the Brookings Institution, where he served as a research assistant, and the French National Assembly, as parliamentary assistant. Michelot
is a regular contributor to various international news outlets on the topics of
European defense policy, transatlantic relations, and French elections. Michelot
regularly teaches seminars at Sciences Po Lyon, Sciences Po Reims, the Ecole
Centrale, and Charles University. He was selected by the Atlantic Council as
one of the 15 Emerging Leaders tasked with writing a report before the NATO
2014 Wales Summit.
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Bjarke Møller – Think Tank EUROPA
Bjarke Møller is director of Think EUROPA, a pro-European think tank based in
Copenhagen. He is dedicated to challenge and transform public opinion about
European affairs and create a more informed European debate. Before joining
EUROPA, Bjarke Møller was Editor-in-Chief at the weekly magazine and Danish
think tank, Monday Morning from 2008 to 2013. For more than twenty years
he has worked as a journalist, foreign correspondent and editor at leading
newspapers and at the Danish Broadcasting Corporation. Bjarke Møller is the
author of several books on globalisation, European affairs and nationalism. He
is a Punch Sulzberger fellow from the Executive Leadership programme at
Columbia University, Graduate School of Journalism, New York.

Virginia Mucchi – European Centre for Development Policy
Management (ECDPM)
Virginia Mucchi, an Italian national, is Head of Communications at ECDPM
since April 2017. She brings more than 20 years of experience in communications, journalism and EU politics to ECDPM. Virginia is responsible for ECDPM’s
corporate communications and media relations. She leads the communications
department and is a member of the management team. Prior to joining ECDPM,
Virginia was a Communications Adviser to the Permanent Representation of
Italy to the European Union. She also served as Director for Media and Communications at Burson-Marsteller in Brussels and worked as a journalist for
the BBC for more than ten years.

Shinichi Nakabayashi – Asian Development Bank Institute
(ADBI)
Shinichi Nakabayashi is the Director for Administration, Management, and
Coordination at the Asian Development Bank Institute. Before joining ADBI,
Shinichi was International Consultant Economist at the IMF – Singapore
Regional Training Institute, from 2011 to 2015, where he taught macroeconomic policy to government officials in Asia. He was a professor of international finance and public economics at the Graduate School of Public Policy,
University of Tokyo, from 2008 to 2011. Shinichi has considerable experience
in the design and implementation of public policy, having worked as a senior
official at the Japanese Ministry of Finance (Director of the Economic Policy
Research Office), the OECD in Paris (First Secretary of Japan’s Permanent Delegation), and the IMF (Advisor, Asia and the Pacific Department). In July
2010, Shinichi coauthored the book, The Analysis of the World Economy from
the Perspective of Currencies: Dollar, Euro, RMB, and Yen. He had published
another book entitled The Economics of G20: International Policy Coordination
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and the Growth Strategy for Japan, in January 2012. Shinichi has a M. Phil.
degree in Economics from the University of Oxford and a B.A. from the University of Tokyo.

Christian F. Ostermann – Woodrow Wilson Center
Christian F. Ostermann directs the Woodrow Wilson Center’s History and Public
Policy Program. A historian of contemporary international history, he is currently a fellow at the American Academy in Berlin.

Eleni Panagiotarea – Hellenic Foundation for European
and Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP)
Dr Eleni Panagiotarea is a Research Fellow at the Hellenic Foundation for European and Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP) and the author of ‘Greece in the Euro: Economic Delinquency or System Failure?’ (ECPR Press). Panagiotarea is also working in the financial sector as a senior economist, having previously held advisory
positions in the Ministries of Finance and Foreign Affairs in Greece. The focus of
her analysis and research is the euro area, with particular emphasis on eurozone governance, financial and debt crises, questions of democratic legitimacy,
and Greece’s political economy. She regularly consults institutional investors
and political risk companies on macroeconomic developments in the EU and in
Greece. Panagiotarea has commented extensively on the Greek debt crisis in
major media outlets, including Bloomberg, BBC World, and Al-Jazeera English.
She holds a D.Phil from the University of Oxford on EMU and national economic
policy and is an Alexander S. Onassis Public Benefit Foundation Scholar.

Septimius Pârvu – Expert Forum
Septimius Pârvu is expert in good governance and electoral processes working
with the Bucharest based think tank Expert Forum (www.expertforum.ro).
He has over nine years of experience in coordinating capacity building projects
for public institutions and civil society, on topics such as anti-corruption,
active citizenship or electoral monitoring. He has been an experienced trainer
and coordinated for more than six years the School for Democracy, a multi-
annual program aimed to improve skills of civic activists and teachers in
Romania and Moldova. Between 2012 and 2016 he co-ordinated 7 election
observation campaigns, attended by more than 4000 internal observers.
Septimius has international electoral experience in countries such as Moldova,
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Montenegro or Estonia. He is currently working on a program aimed to study
political clientelism and state capture in Romania and in the region.

Zbigniew Pisarski – Casimir Pulaski Foundation
Advisor on National Security Strategic Review to the National Security Bureau
of the President of the Republic of Poland. Commentator on foreign affairs and
security for Polish and international media. In 2007 a Visiting Fellow at the
Government Department at Harvard University. In 2010 a Visiting Scholar at
the Centre for Eurasian, Russian and East European Studies at Georgetown
University. Main areas of interest are concentrated on international security,
international relations, diplomacy, energy policy and leadership.

Alina Polyakova – Brookings institution
Alina Polyakova is the David M. Rubenstein Fellow in the Foreign Policy program’s Center on the United States and Europe and adjunct professor of European studies at the Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies at
Johns Hopkins University. She specializes in European politics, far-right populism and nationalism, and Russian foreign policy. Polyakova’s recent book, “The
Dark Side of European Integration” (ibidem-Verlag and Columbia University
Press, 2015) examines the rise of far-right political parties in Western and Eastern Europe. She has also written extensively on Russian political warfare,
Ukraine, and trans-Atlantic relations. Prior to joining Brookings, she served as
director of research and senior fellow for Europe and Eurasia at the Atlantic
Council. She is a term member of the Council on Foreign Relations and a Swiss
National Science Foundation senior research fellow. Polyakova’s writings have
appeared in The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Foreign Affairs, Foreign
Policy, The American Interest, as well as a number of academic journals and
media outlets. She has also been a fellow at the Fulbright Foundation, Eurasia
Foundation, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, National Science
Foundation, Social Science Research Council, International Research and
Exchanges Board (IREX), and a Senior Research Fellow and Lecturer at the University of Bern. Polyakova holds a doctorate and master’s in sociology from the
University of California, Berkeley, and a bachelor’s in economics and sociology
with highest honors from Emory University. She speaks Russian and German.
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Grzegorz Poniatowski – Center for Social and Economic
Research (CASE)
Dr Grzegorz Poniatowski is a Director of Fiscal Policy Studies at CASE and
Assistant Professor at the Warsaw School of Economics. He obtained his a PhD
from the Warsaw School of Economics, Department of Theoretical Economics.
Additionally, he holds a degree from the Paris School of Economics, and a joint
Master’s degree in Economics from the University of Paris 1 Pantheon-Sorbonne and the Autonomous University of Barcelona. He also completed MA
and BA in Quantitative Methods in Economic and Information Systems at the
Warsaw School of Economics. As CASE expert he has been involved in over 40
research projects, evaluations and impact assessments for governmental,
international and EU institutions within the field of macroeconomic policy, fiscal policy, taxation and financial markets.

Hans-Gert Pöttering – Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V. (KAS)
Dr Hans-Gert Pöttering was born on 15 September of 1945 in Bersenbrueck
(Lower Saxony, Germany). He has been serving as the chairman of the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung from 2010 until December 31, 2017. Until his retirement
in 2014, he was the only MEP who had continuously served since the first European elections in 1979. From 1999 to 2007, he served as the Chairman of the
EPP-ED Group, and from 2007 to 2009 as the President of the European Parliament. Among many European honours Hans-Gert Pöttering has received the
Grand Cross with Star and Shoulder Ribbon of the Order of Merit of the Federal
Republic of Germany and is Commander of the Légion d‘Honneur.

Charles Powell - Elcano Royal Institute
Charles Powell is Director of the Elcano Royal Institute for International and
Strategic Studies (Madrid), Spain’s leading international relations think
tanks, and Professor of Spanish Contemporary History at CEU San Pablo
University (Madrid). Prior to settling in Spain in 1997, he was Lecturer in
History at Corpus Christi College (Oxford), J. A. Pye Fellow at University
College (Oxford), and Junior Research Fellow at St. Antony’s College
(Oxford). He has published six books and dozens of articles on Spanish history, politics and foreign policy, and has lectured in over thirty countries.
Dr Powell holds a BA in History and Modern Languages form Oxford University, where he also obtained his D. Phil for a thesis on Spain’s transition to
democracy. From 1997 to 2000 he was deputy director of the European
Studies programme of the Ortega y Gasset University Institute, and was
later appointed deputy director of the Ortega y Gasset Foundation’s Spanish Centre for International Relations. In 2002 he joined the Elcano Royal
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Institute as Senior Analyst for Europe, and in 2004 he was appointed Deputy
Director for Research and Analysis.

Yann Roland – French Institute of International Relations
(IFRI)
Yann Roland was appointed as Director of Development of IFRI in September
2017. A graduate in European Studies and International Affairs at the Sorbonne, he developed a special interest in the integration of Turkey into the
European Union. Yann Roland spent the first phase of his career in performing
arts. From 2010 to 2017 he was in charge of the development and communication of the professional orchestra Les Talens Lyriques. His main task at Ifri is
the development and diversification of the Institute’s sources of funding.

Sven Sakkov – International Centre for Defence and
Security (ICDS)
Sven Sakkov joined ICDS on September 1st 2017. For the previous two year
he was the director of NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence,
an international knowledge hub specialising in research, training and exercises
in the areas of technology, strategy, operations and law. As the director of
CCDCOE Sven Sakkov led an international staff from 20 countries and various
specialities. Between 2008 and 2015 Sakkov served as an undersecretary for
defence policy (policy director) of the Ministry of Defence of Estonia. During
his tenure as a policy director Sven Sakkov was responsible for policy planning, threat assessments, NATO and EU policy, international cooperation and
arms control. He was an Estonian representative to the NATO’s Senior Officials’
Group. Previously he had served at the Estonian Embassy in Washington and
Estonian Mission to NATO, as national security and defence advisor to the
President of Estonia and as the director of Policy Planning of MOD. Sven Sakkov
has studied at the University of Cambridge (M.Phil. in international relations),
University of Tartu (B.A. cum laude in history) and Royal College of Defence
Studies (course of 2011–12).

Gwenaëlle Sauzet – French Institute for International
and Strategic Affairs (IRIS)
Gwenaëlle Sauzet joined the IRIS’s Department of Communication in 2004.
She has a master’s degree in communication and in International Relations.
She pilots the communication of the four hubs of IRIS’s activity: research,
publishing, training and events.
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Márton Schöberl – Institute for Foreign Affairs and Trade
Ambassador Márton Schöberl is the Director of the Institute for Foreign Affairs
and Trade of Hungary since 2014. He earned his Master degree at the
Pázmány Péter Catholic University, later he received the Advanced Level Certification for Public Servants. He was first acquainted with diplomacy as an
elected student leader, while he was sitting in the Executive Board of the
National Union of Students’ in Hungary, representing his country in the European Students’ Union (ESU), and later in the student organization of the European People’s Party, the European Democrat Students (EDS). After graduation
he spent a part of his career in the private sector, working at different IT companies. After his detour he returned to public affairs, serving as a head of
department in the Ministry for National Development. Since 2016 he has been
an ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary of Hungary.

Daniela Schwarzer – German Council on Foreign Relations
(DGAP)
Dr Daniela Schwarzer is since 1 July 2017 Director of the German Council on
Foreign Relations (DGAP), after leading its Research Institute from November
2016 to June 2017. Until October 2016 she was a member of the executive
team of the German Marshall Fund of the United States (GMF) as Senior
Director of Research and Director of the Europe Program and the Berlin office.
From 2005 to 2013, Schwarzer worked with Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik
(SWP, the German Institute for International and Security Affairs). She
headed the European Integration Division as of 2008 and was a Senior Fellow
from 2005 to 2008. From 1999 to 2005, she was editorialist and France correspondent of FT Deutschland.

John Seaman – French Institute of International Relations (IFRI)
John Seaman joined IFRI in 2009, where he specializes in the geopolitics and
political economy of energy and natural resources in Asia, with a focus on China
and Japan. He also conducts research on Chinese foreign policy, the U.S. strategy and policy in East Asia, European perceptions of Asia, international relations
and geopolitics in East Asia, and the political economy of critical raw materials
(incl. rare earth elements). Mr. Seaman holds a Master in International Affairs
- International Security from Sciences Po, Paris, a Bachelor of Arts in International Economics from Seattle University, and studied as a NSEP David L. Boren
Scholar at the Beijing Center for Chinese Studies (2002–03). In the summer of
2011 and 2013 he was a visiting researcher with the Energy and Environment
Program of the Canon Institute for Global Studies (CIGS) in Tokyo, Japan and is
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currently an International Research Fellow with CIGS. He has spent a number
of years studying and working in both China and Japan.

Taras Shevchenko – Reanimation Package of Reforms
(RPR)
After the Revolution of Dignity in Ukraine, Taras Shevchenko and Euromaidan
activists co-founded the Reanimation Package of Reforms (RPR), a coalition of
reform-oriented NGOs. Shevchenko serves as Board Co-chairman for RPR, which
brings together 82 think and act tanks that develop, promote, and control implementation of reforms. It has proved to be a unique coalition that has advocated
more than 100 laws. Shevchenko is also founder and executive director of Centre
for Democracy and Rule of Law, an influential Ukrainian think- and act-tank that
focuses on rule of law, independent media, anti-corruption, and civil society
development. He established this organization in 2005 after the Orange Revolution. Shevchenko has been involved with drafting numerous legislative acts,
including the Access to Public Information Law. He has started successful civic
initiatives in different areas including good governance, transparency, media
self-regulation, anti-tobacco, and road safety. Shevchenko holds two master
degrees in law and in economics from the Kyiv National University.

Monika Sie Dhian Ho – Clingendael Institute
Monika Sie Dhian Ho is General Director of the Netherlands Institute of
International Relations ‘Clingendael’ since 1 July 2016. She studied political
sciences at the Erasmus University of Rotterdam. Between 2008–2016 she
was director of the Wiardi Beckman Stichting, the scientific bureau of the
Dutch Labour Party (Partij van de Arbeid-PvdA). Prior to that she was lecturer at the Erasmus University of Rotterdam and member of the scientific
staff of the Scientific Council for Government Policy (Wetenschappelijke Raad
voor het Regeringsbeleid-WRR).

Andris Spruds – Latvian Institute of International Affairs
(LIIA)
Andris Spruds is the director of the Latvian Institute of International Affairs. He
also holds the position of professor at Riga Stradins University. Andris Spruds
has an MA in Central European History from the CEU in Budapest, Hungary and
in International Relations from University of Latvia. He has also obtained a PhD
in Political Science from Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Poland. Andris Spruds
has been a visiting student and scholar at Oxford, Uppsala, Columbia and Johns
Hopkins University, as well as the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs
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and Japan’s Institute of Energy Economics. His research interests focus on
energy security and policy in the Baltic Sea region, the domestic and foreign
policy of post-Soviet countries, and transatlantic relations.

Bruce Stokes – Pew Research Center (Speaker)
Bruce Stokes is director of global economic attitudes at Pew Research Center,
where he assesses public views about economic conditions, foreign policy and
values. He is also a non-resident fellow at the German Marshall Fund and an
associate fellow at Chatham House. He is the former international economics
correspondent for the National Journal, a former senior transatlantic fellow at
the German Marshall Fund and a former senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations, where he is a member. Stokes is author of the numerous Pew
Research Center studies. Stoke and co-author of the book America Against
the World: How We Are Different and Why We Are Disliked. He is a graduate
of Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service and Johns Hopkins University’s School for Advanced International Studies.

Fabrizio Tassinari – Danish Institute for International
Studies (DIIS)
Senior Researcher and Head of Unit for Foreign Policy Studies at the Danish
Institute for International Studies, Tassinari is currently serving as the founding Executive coordinator of the new School of Transnational Governance at
the European University Institute in Florence. He is also a visiting professor at
New York University and at Humboldt University in Berlin. Tassinari researches
on issues of governance, security and democracy in and around Europe. His
writings have appeared i.e. Foreign Affairs, the National Interests, CNN, Le
Figaro, Die Welt He is author of the book Why Europe Fears its Neighbors.

Teija Tiilikainen – Finnish Institute of International
Affairs (FIIA)
Teija Tiilikainen is the Director of the Finnish Institute of International Affairs
(FIIA). Before her current position Dr Tiilikainen was the Director of the Network of European Studies at the University of Helsinki (2003–2009). She has
also served as Secretary of State at the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland
from 2007 to 2008. Dr Tiilikainen was the Special Representative of the Prime
Minister of Finland in the Convention on the Future of Europe in 2002–2003.
Currently, she is also Editor-in-Chief of Ulkopolitiikka – the Finnish Journal of
Foreign Affairs.
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Ágnes Töröcsik – REKK Foundation
Ágnes Törőcsik is the Program Director at the REKK Foundation. The goal of
the Budapest based REKK Foundation is to contribute to the formation of sustainable energy systems in Central Europe, both from a business and environmental perspective. The Foundation develops policy briefs and issue papers
with forward-looking proposals concerning challenges posed by energy and
infrastructure systems and organizes regional forums allowing stakeholders to
become familiar with the latest technological and regulatory developments
within the industry. Ágnes Törőcsik’s primary areas of research are enhancing
regulatory conditions of renewable electricity and heat and elaborating feasibility studies for different energy market business plans. She teaches tariff
systems at the ERRA courses. Previously she worked on regulatory strategies,
impact assessment of remedies and regulatory cost accounting as a senior
advisor at KPMG Budapest and London offices. Ágnes has an M.A. in Economics from the Corvinus University of Budapest.

Kenric Tsethlikai – The Lauder Institute, University of
Pennsylvania
Kenric Tsethlikai is Managing Director of The Lauder Institute at the University
of Pennsylvania. He has administrative oversight over the joint-degree master’s program in International Studies at the Wharton School and the School
of Arts and Sciences. In addition to operations, he also focuses on curriculum
development with faculty at the Institute. He travels extensively to establish
off-campus Lauder Programs. He completed his Ph.D. at Stanford University
and his undergraduate studies at Dartmouth College. His interest include languages and literacy, human resources management and graduate management education.

Nicole Valentinuzzi – Institute for Government
Nicole Valentinuzzi is the Director of Communications and Marketing, managing all public engagement at the IfG, including events and media. She has
advised on global communication campaigns with a range of partners, including international NGOs, technical groups, and grassroots-level civil society.
She has worked in several government departments in press office and private secretary roles. Her background is in radio and print journalism, with a
bachelor of journalism from Carleton University (Canada) and a post-graduate
degree from Leeds University (UK). She is a member of the Chartered Institute
of Public Relations (UK).
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Alfredo Da Gama E Abreu Valladão – OCP Policy Center
Dr Alfredo G. A. Valladão is a Professor at the Paris School of International
Affairs (PSIA) of Sciences Po Paris. Senior Research Fellow OCP Policy Center
(Rabat), President Advisory Board EUBrasil association (Brussels). Member
International Advisory Board CEBRI (Brazilian Center for International Relations
– Rio de Janeiro). Member of the Committee of Rencontres Internationales de
Genève. Director Latin America Research Chair at the Centre d’Etudes Sociales,
Economiques et Managériales (CESEM - HEM Rabat). Member Advisory Council
of Janus.net (journal of International Relations), Portugal. Journalist, columnist
for Radio France Internationale (RFI – Brazilian Service).
Former member of the Board of Trustees of UNITAR (2009–2015). Former
Director (1999–2010) of the Mercosur Chair of Sciences Po and Coordinator of
the Working Group on EU-Mercosur Negotiations. He launched and coordinated – in partnership with the Brazilian representation of the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung – the Annual International Conference of Fort Copacabana on
“Defense and Security European-South American Dialogue”. Former diplomatic
and defense correspondent for the daily “Libération” in Paris (1981–1993).
Professor Valladão has published extensively on geopolitics, global economics,
regional integration and trade negotiations, Brazil and Latin America. He holds
a PhD summa cum laude in Political Sciences from Sciences Po Paris.

Elisabeth von Hammerstein – Körber Foundation
Elisabeth von Hammerstein is Program Director at Körber Foundation’s International Affairs Department in Berlin since July 2017. She is in charge of Körber Foundation’s Middle East activities including the project “A ‘Westphalia’ for
the Middle East?”. Furthermore she is responsible for the Munich Young Leaders Program and the Körber Network Foreign Policy. From 2015–2017 she
served as Program Manager at Körber Foundation, responsible for the Political
Breakfasts series and the Bergedorf Round Table. Previously she worked at
the political consultancy Miller & Meier Consulting in Berlin. Elisabeth holds a
Master of Science in Global Politics from the London School of Economics and
Political Science (LSE) as well as a Bachelor’s degree in International Relations
from Technische Universität Dresden with study visits at Sciences Po Bordeaux.
For her studies she received funding from the London School of Economics
and Political Science, the German Academic Exchange Service and the
Stiftung der Deutschen Wirtschaft. During her course of studies she worked at
the Brookings Institution in Washington D.C., the World Future Council in London and Hamburg, and at the Friedrich Ebert Foundation in Shanghai.
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Gerhard Wahlers – Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V. (KAS)
Dr Gerhard Wahlers studied history, sociology, economics and political science
at the Westfälische Wilhems-Universität (WWU) in Münster. With a scholarship
from the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) he carried out research
studies in Latin America and earned his Ph.D in history at the faculty of philosophy of the WWU Münster. In 1990 Dr Wahlers joined the Konrad-Adenauer-
Stiftung and became desk officer in the International Cooperation Division. In
the following years he was director of the KAS offices in Jerusalem, Israel
(1994–1997) and Washington, USA (1997–2003). In May 2003 Dr Wahlers
was appointed Head of the Department of European and International Cooperation in Berlin and, in addition to that, became Deputy Secretary General of
the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung in 2007. Under his leadership the global outreach of Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung has massively grown with now more than
100 offices worldwide. Moreover, the international work and expertise of Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung has become a highly-valued and sought-after partner
for both German and international politicians regarding the debate of foreign
and security policy challenges.
Gerhard Wahlers is the author and editor of a large number of articles and
publications with regard to issues of international politics as well as German
and European foreign, security and development policy.

Robert Watt – Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI)
Robert Watt is Director of Communications at SEI. He holds undergraduate
and master’s degrees from the University of London. As Director of Communications at SEI, he and his team of of communications experts work in close
collaboration with researchers to bridge science to policy. Rob has built the
communications and engagement capacity of SEI from the ground up, and
has developed effective science-policy communication methods that are
focused on the needs of stakeholders. His specialities are: communications
strategy, science-policy dialogue, ethics of research communication and communicating for impact. He is interested in the science of science communication and brings insights from this research into communication and engagement practice. He writes and speaks on these topics on a regular basis and is
the co-founder of the Swedish Network for Science Communication, Forskom.
Before working at SEI, Rob was a UK diplomat based in Brussels and has also
served as an advisor in the Cabinet Office (the UK Prime Minister’s department).
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Winfried Weck – Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V. (KAS)
Winfried Weck MA, born in 1963 in Nuremberg, studied Islamic Studies, Political
Science and Economic Political Sciences with a focus on Contemporary Oriental
Studies at the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg. From 1992 on, Winfried Weck
worked as a consultant for development policy and security policy and from
1998 as head of the foreign policy department in the Federal Office of the CDU
Germany in Bonn. The change to the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung at the end of
1998 was connected with the assumption of foreign activities as KAS country
representative in Peru. In 2002, Winfried Weck was called to the headquarters
of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation in Berlin, where he took over the management of the team’s domestic programs. From 2006 to 2011, he was entrusted
with the KAS country program Indonesia and East Timor based in Jakarta and
directly afterwards with the country program Ecuador based in Quito (20112014). In September 2014, Winfried Weck took over the coordination for development policy and human rights in the team Political Dialogue and Analysis of
the Department of European and International Cooperation of the KAS in Berlin.

Åsmund Weltzien – Norwegian Institute of International
Affairs (NUPI)
Åsmund Weltzien is the Head of Communications at the Norwegian Institute of
international Affairs (NUPI). He has formerly served as a Norwegian diplomat,
working on security policy, European politics, climate change, and public
diplomacy, and has worked as a researcher for the Norwegian telecom company Telenor. At Telenor his research was focused on how information spreads
in social networks. Weltzien has a degree in social anthropology from the University of Oslo.

Olaf Wientzek – Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V. (KAS)
Olaf Wientzek has been the Coordinator for European Policy of KAS since 2016.
From 2009 until 2015 he worked as a Research Associate for the Brussels Office
of KAS. Before he was an EU Advocacy Assistant for International Crisis Group.
Since July 2016, he has been a board member of the Board of the European
Movement Germany.
He is an alumnus of the College of Europe, the IEP Lille and the WWU Münster.
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Jakub Wiśniewski – GLOBSEC
Jakub Wiśniewski, former Polish ambassador to OECD (2014–2016), head of
foreign policy planning at the Polish Foreign Ministry (2010–2014), PhD in
political science from the University of Warsaw and MA in international relations from the University of Łódź, member of boards of Polish leading thinktanks like the Polish Institute of the International Affairs, Center of Eastern
Studies, the Institute of Central-Eastern Europe (2010–2015).

Guntram Wolff – Bruegel
Guntram Wolff is Director of Bruegel. His research focuses on the European
economy and governance, on fiscal and monetary policy and global finance.
He regularly testifies to the European Finance Ministers’ ECOFIN meeting, the
European Parliament, the German Parliament (Bundestag) and the French
Parliament (Assemblée Nationale). From 2012-16, he was a member of the
French prime minister’s Conseil d’Analyse Economique.
Guntram Wolff is also a member of the Solvay Brussels School’s international
advisory board of the Brussels Free University. He joined Bruegel from the
European Commission, where he worked on the macroeconomics of the euro
area and the reform of euro area governance. Prior to joining the Commission,
he was coordinating the research team on fiscal policy at Deutsche Bundesbank. He also worked as an adviser to the International Monetary Fund.

Yuriy Yakymenko – Razumkov Centre
Dr Yuriy Yakymenko is Deputy Director General, Director of Political and Legal
Programs of the Razumkov Centre, Kyiv, Ukraine. Before joining the Razumkov Centre, in 1995–2002, he worked at Administration of the President of
Ukraine, as political analyst, Head of Division for liaison with political parties
and public organization, Deputy Head of the Main Department of Political
Analysis and Forecast. He studied political science at Kyiv Taras Shevchenko
University (graduated in 1991), obtained MA degree in Political Theory from
The University of Manchester (1994), hold Ph.D. in Political Science. Author of
monographs, analytical reports, research papers, policy recommendations,
publications and comments for media on issues of Ukrainian politics. Took part
in drafting legislation for reformation of political system of Ukraine, in national
electoral campaigns of leading political forces and candidates for presidency.
Spheres of expertise: Political system, political parties and civic movements,
political culture, electoral campaigns, national identity issues.
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Rapporteur and TTCSP Summit Coordinator
Biographies
Ibrahim Bakri
Ibrahim Bakri is a senior at the University of Pennsylvania, studying Philosophy, Politics and Economics. Under Dr. James McGann, he is the project lead
of the Middle East and North Africa Team in the Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program. In this role, he leads a team of interns in various research and
data-collection oriented projects. He played an administrative role in the
planning of the MENA Think Tank Summit in Jordan, where he led a breakout session on the role of youth in think tank development and sustainability. Ibrahim is the undergraduate researcher at the University of Pennsylvania’s Middle East Center and has previously interned at the Foreign Policy
Research Institute in Philadelphia.

Ioanna Krontira
Ioanna Krontira is a senior at the University of Pennsylvania studying Philosophy, Politics and Economics with a focus in globalization. She is the
project lead and 2018 Think Tank Summit coordinator for the Europe Team
at the Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP) at the Lauder Institute. Ioanna grew up in Athens, Greece and came to Penn for her undergraduate studies. During her time at Penn, she worked as the main campus
representative of Ripple Recruiting, a NYC-based start-up during its initial
growth phase. As VP External Relations of the PennHellenic club, she focused
on getting recognition from the university as an official club. Ioanna has
been involved in community projects in West Philadelphia and is currently
teaching basic financial concepts to junior and seniors at the Latin boys
Charter Schools twice a week. After graduating from Penn, she is planning
on working at the Boston Consulting Group and hopes to focus on global
shipping and maritime projects.

Laura Whelan
Laura Whelan is the project lead and summit coordinator for the Africa team
at the Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program, Lauder Institute, University
of Pennsylvania. Currently a sophomore at the University of Pennsylvania,
Laura is anticipating graduating a Benjamin Franklin Scholar with a degree
both in Philosophy, Politics, and Economics (PPE) and Architecture. In addition to the research she conducts through TTCSP, Laura is conducting qualitative, independent research on Penn Med’s decision-making process for
deciding organ transplant recipients through interviews and literature analysis. Laura is also President and Founder of Penn’s Network of Enlightened
Women chapter, Co-Chair of TableTalkX, and Managing Editor of the Penn
Bioethics Journal. With regards to international travel, Laura was born in
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London, England and grew up in London; Trinidad and Tobago; Houston,
Texas; and Chatham, NJ. In addition, she is an American and Irish citizen,
spending much time in West Cork and Dublin, Ireland. Her additional travels
have taken her to Nicaragua, the Czech Republic, France, and much of the
United States.
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Summit Planning Committee
Barcelona Centre for International Affairs
(CIDOB) (Spain)

German Development Institute (Germany)

Bruegel (Belgium)

International Centre for Defence and Security
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Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS)
(Belgium)

International Institute for Strategic Studies
(United Kingdom)

Centre for Social and Economic Research
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Institute for International Political Studies
(Italy)

Chatham House (United Kingdom)

McKinsey Global Institute (MGI)
(United Kingdom)

Danish Institute for International Studies
(Denmark)
Elcano Royal Institute (Spain)
Europe Policy Centre (Serbia)
French Institute of International Relations
(IFRI) (France)

Netherlands Institute of International Relations
Clingendael (Netherlands)
Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program,
University of Pennsylvania (United States)
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Logistical Information
Summit Hotel
The Steigenberger Hotel Berlin is located at Los-Angeles-Platz 1,
10789 Berlin, in the centre of the City West – only a five-minute
walk from Kurfürstendamm (aka “Ku’damm) and Breitscheidplatz
(https://www.steigenberger.com/en/hotels/all-hotels/germany/
berlin/steigenberger-hotel-berlin)
If you are paying for and making your own hotel arrangements
please contact:
reservations@berlin.steigenberger.de

Steigenberger
Hotel Berlin

Karte hergestellt aus OpenStreetMap-Daten, openstreetmap.org, Lizenz: Open Database Licence (ODbL),
opendatacommons.org
© OpenStreetMap-Mitwirkende
Die Karte ist lizenziert unter den Bedingungen von
„Creative Commons Namensnennung-Weitergabe unter
gleichen Bedingungen 2.0“, CC BY-SA 2.0 (abrufbar unter:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/)
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Summit Venues
The Presidents’ Panel and Welcome dinner will be held in the
Steigenberger Hotel Berlin Conference Floor on 14 March.
The rest of the Summit sessions will take place at the KAS
Academy, Tiergartenstraße 35, 10785 Berlin (15-16 March)
http://www.kas.de/wf/en/.

Akademie der KonradAdenauer-Stiftung e.V.

© Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V.

Karte hergestellt aus OpenStreetMap-Daten, openstreetmap.org, Lizenz: Open Database Licence (ODbL),
opendatacommons.org
© OpenStreetMap-Mitwirkende
Die Karte ist lizenziert unter den Bedingungen von
„Creative Commons Namensnennung-Weitergabe unter
gleichen Bedingungen 2.0“, CC BY-SA 2.0 (abrufbar unter:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/)

Berlin has a very efficient and reliable public transportation system. Delegates are to arrange their own method of ground transportation at their own expense. Available travel options include:
From Berlin Central Station: Take the S-Bahn (any S-Bahn going
west: lines 7, 5, 9 or 3 to Westkreuz, Spandau, Olympiastadion,
Potsdam or Grunewald) and exit the train at Zoologischer Garten
Station. The journey takes about 10 minutes. The hotel is located
500 m away from there (10-15 minutes’ walk, description see
below).
From Berlin Tegel Airport: Tegel Airport has no direct link to
the S- or U-Bahn. The fastest way to get to the city is either by
TXL Express Bus or by the Express Bus X9. Both stop right out-
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side the terminal. The X9 Bus departs every five to ten minutes
at Tegel Airport towards Zoo Station, the journey takes about
20 minutes. From there it is only a short walk to the hotel.
From Berlin Schönefeld Airport: Zoologischer Garten Station
can be reached by taking the the regional trains RE7 and RB14
called „Airport Express”. It takes about 40 Minutes to get to
Zoologischer Garten. Note: Schönefeld Airport is located in fare
zone C. To get to the city center an ABC ticket is required.
Taxi Service: A taxi rank is located near the arrivals area of the
airports and in front of the train station. The rate to City West
will be, from Tegel Airport: 30 €, from Schönefeld Airport: 45 €
and from Berlin Central Station: 20 €.
Public transport: Information about public transport in Berlin
can be found at www.bvg.de/en. You can also use the free-ofcharge app called “BVG FahrInfo Plus” (Android), “BVG FahrInfo
Plus Berlin” (IOS) or “BVG FahrInfo Plus” (Microsoft). These apps
can also be used to buy tickets.

Taxi Berlin
+49 30 20 20 20
Funk Taxi Berlin
+49 30 26 10 26
SpeedCab Taxifunk
+49 30 41 40 40

Bahnhof
Zoologischer Garten

Steigenberger
Hotel Berlin

Karte hergestellt aus OpenStreetMap-Daten, openstreetmap.org, Lizenz: Open Database Licence (ODbL),
opendatacommons.org
© OpenStreetMap-Mitwirkende
Die Karte ist lizenziert unter den Bedingungen von
„Creative Commons Namensnennung-Weitergabe unter
gleichen Bedingungen 2.0“, CC BY-SA 2.0 (abrufbar unter:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/)
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Chatham House Rule
The Summit will be held under the Chatham House Rule: participants are free to use the information received, but neither the
identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s), nor that of any other
participant, may be revealed.
See more at: www.chathamhouse.org/about/chatham-house-rule

Meals
Most meals during ETTS are provided:
Wednesday, March 14
Welcome dinner at Steigenberger Hotel Berlin, Los-Angeles-Platz 1,
10789 Berlin
Thursday, March 15
Lunch and Dinner reception at KAS Academy, Tiergartenstr. 35,
10785 Berlin
Friday, March 16
Farewell Lunch at KAS Academy, Tiergartenstr. 35, 10785 Berlin

Attire
Business attire is required for all ETTS meetings.

Wireless Internet
Wireless Internet is provided at all meeting venues. Details are
provided on-site.

Languages at the Summit
All sessions will be conducted in English only; translations will
not be available.
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Transportation
For arrival and departure of the Steigenberger Hotel, transportation
is the individual’s responsibility. Other transportation provided
for participants:
Thursday, 15 March 2018
08.00 Bus transfer from Steigenberger Hotel to KAS Academy
20.30 1. Bus transfer from KAS Academy to Steigenberger Hotel
21.00 2. Bus transfer from KAS Academy to Steigenberger Hotel
Friday, 16 March 2018
08.30 Bus transfer from Steigenberger Hotel to KAS Academy
All other ground transportation is the responsibility of the individual
attendee.
Berlin City Tour
Optional on Friday March 16, 2018 after closing Lunch
KAS has arranged for a private city tour for the Summit participants. The city tour will explore many of Berlin’s most famous
landmarks. While comfortably seated the Berlin city tour gives
you the opportunity to both learn more about Berlin’s exciting history and take in the views of the city with leisure with your colleagues.

General Information
Electricity: In Germany, the power sockets are of type F. The
standard voltage is 230 V and the standard frequency is 50 Hz.
Currency: Germany is part of the Euro Zone and as such, operates using the euro.
Banking Hours: Banks are generally open Monday to Friday from
8:30 am until 12:30 pm and from 1:30 pm until 3:30 pm or
4:00 pm, Thursday afternoons 1:30 pm - 5:00 pm or 6:00 pm.
Emergency: For emergencies, dial 110 (police) or 112 (ambulance).
Weather: The average maximum temperature in March is 7,4 °C,
the minimum is 0,2°C.
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Visa regulations: EU nationals do not require a visa to enter
the Federal Republic of Germany. Generally speaking, all other
foreigners require a visa for stays in Germany. A visa is not
required for visits of up to 90 days in an 180‑day period for
nationals of those countries for which the European Community
has abolished the visa requirement.
You will find an overview on visa requirements here:
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en/einreiseundaufenthalt/visabestimmungen-node/staatenlistevisumpflicht-node

Host Information
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V
Klingelhöferstraße 23
10785 Berlin
Germany
Tel.: +49 30 26996-0
Email: zentrale-berlin@kas.de
www.kas.de
Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program
The Lauder Institute for Management and International Studies
University of Pennsylvania
201 Lauder-Fischer Hall
256 South 37th St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6330
Tel.: Main Office: +1 215-573-6267
Email: jmcgann@wharton.upenn.edu
www.gotothinktank.com
For inquiries, please contact:
Martina Kaiser, Martina.Kaiser@kas.de at KAS
Ioanna Krontira, Ioannak@sas.upenn.edu at TTCSP

2018 Europe Think
Tank Summit Report
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Governance in the Digital Age
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Summit Report Made Possible Thanks to the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V and McKinsey
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All requests, questions, and comments should be directed to:
James G. McGann, Ph.D.
Senior Lecturer, International Studies
Director
Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program
The Lauder Institute
University of Pennsylvania
Telephone: (215) 746-2928
Email: jmcgann@wharton.upenn.edu

Map of Europe depicting all European countries represented at the summit (blue being
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Distinguished
participants,

European

Think Tank

Summit

On behalf of our chairman, Professor Norbert
Lammert, and the entire Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung I
would like to thank all of you for your participation in the
2018 European Think Tank Summit.
We very much appreciated the opportunity to be cohost of this exceptional event. Together with our valued
partner Professor James McGann and his team at
TTCSP we have succeeded in bringing together
participants from 40 countries, including 30 European
countries. In other words, senior think tank
representatives from all over Europe were
represented.
The goal of the Think Tank Summits is to discuss
important international issues and to offer policy
recommendations to address new political, economic,
and social challenges. But they also aim at
strengthening international contacts among experts.
The European Think Tank Summit offered a platform
for lively discussions, for sharing knowledge, and for
forging closer ties within the think tank community.
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to
Professor McGann for his tireless efforts and his
dedication that made the summit a great success. With
his commitment to international cooperation among
think tanks he has created new communities and
partnerships.
Finally, I would like to thank everyone who was
engaged in the conception and in the organization of
this event. This relates in particular to the members of
the summit planning committee, the summit partners,
and the staff at TTCSP who did an excellent job in
planning and coordinating the conference.
Sincerely yours,
Dr. Gerhard Wahlers
Deputy Secretary General of Konrad-AdenauerStiftung

Dear 2018 European Summit Participant,
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to everyone
who participated in the Europe Think Tank Summit and
worked towards making it a great success. The level and
quality of the participation by representatives from the
leading think tanks in the region was exceptional! Over 90
senior executives, presidents, secretary generals,
directors and vice presidents attended from more than 40
countries throughout Europe and beyond.
I want to extend my deep appreciation to Paul Linnarz,
Martina Kaiser and the entire Konrad Adenauer Stiftung
staff for the exceptional job they did in helping to organize
the Europe Summit. All of this would not have been
possible without the help and generosity of the Planning
Committee.
While complex and vexing challenges lie ahead, there
was a clear commitment by the participants to work
together to meet the enduring and emerging policy issues
that confront policymakers and the public across the
European region. We should all be very encouraged by
the promise of the women and young scholars who
participated in the Summit and the wise men and women
who came together to share their knowledge and best
practices for how to promote greater understanding and
cooperation in Europe and other regions of the world.
I have received a dozen or more email messages and
calls from Summit participants who have expressed their
appreciation for the opportunity to participate in what they
saw as an extremely timely and important gathering.
The recent revelations concerning Cambridge Analytica
and the role it played in the Brexit vote and the US election
underscores how relevant the Summit theme
was: Closing the Gap Between Knowledge, Policy and
Good Governance in the Digital Age and particularly the
session that focused on understanding the impact of
social media and AI on politics, public opinion, and voting
patterns.
Finally, I want to thank each and every one of you
for generously giving up some of your time to join us in
Berlin and for providing the leadership and support for the
Summit. As mentioned at the closing of the Summit, in
these troubled times we need to forge closer ties and work
together to understand and effectively respond to those
who would take us to dark and dangerous place. Our joint
efforts have achieved that goal.
I look forward to seeing you at the 2019 European Think
Tank Summit in Spain!
Kind Regards,
Dr. James McGann
Director, Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program
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Report
Opening Remarks
The European Union and
Europe at large is facing a
period of extreme tension.
The rise of populism in the
West has contributed to the
fraying of the European
Union, which is still reeling
from the economic and social
impacts of Brexit. The rise of
strong,
populist
leaders
preaching simple answers to
complicated questions has
mobilized large groups of
disillusioned citizens. Isolated
groups, that have long been
absent from the political
process, flock towards such
rhetoric. These groups are
convinced
that
populist
leaders have their interests in
mind. A lack of political
correctness is seen as a
revolt against the political and
academic establishments --

groups that have proven time
and time again that they are
incapable of addressing the
issues
plaguing
many
members of Western society.
Expertise, once lauded and
marveled at, has become
associated with detachment
from the harsh reality facing
many.
Think
tanks,
organizations
aimed
at
providing long-term policy
advice to decision makers,
face a challenging task. They
must attempt to fight this
rising tide of populism and
provide valid, fact-based
policy
advice,
while
simultaneously struggling to
battle the slow degradation of
their reputations due to public
disillusion in expertise.
This populist rise has not only
mobilized large groups of
despondent citizens, it has

also begun to alter the status
quo in international relations
and alliances. Nations like the
United States, once seen as
an obvious ally to Europe,
have begun making selfinterested, hyper-nationalistic
moves. The increase of
Russian influence, coupled
with rising Chinese economic
power, has put a strain on the
European
Union,
both
politically and economically.
Drawing
alliances
and
seeking comfort through a
unified vision, however, has
been strained due to populist
nationalism. This makes it
even more necessary for
think tanks to battle populism
head on and address the
underlying issues that make
populism attractive to so
many people. Within this
turbulent political period, the
rational, steady voice of think
5

tank policy advice is not only
a benefit, it is a necessity.
In order to offer the most
comprehensive,
thorough
policy advice possible, think
tanks must increase their
ability to analyze big data.
Data, more available today
than ever before, offers think
tanks the unique opportunity
to conduct research that
could have never been done
before. Being able to properly
analyze the breadth of
quantitative and qualitative
data which is available today,
calls for a need in computer
science skills that old-school
think tank scholars do not
possess. Think tanks must
adapt and evolve in order to
stay
relevant,
stay
competitive, and above all
else, remain accurate. The
rise of artificial intelligence
which has been proven to be
more effective in analyzing
big data than any human
being utilizing software could
be,
also
provides
an
interesting dilemma. It is a
trend that think tanks must be
aware of, stay on top of, and
utilize for their own gain in
order to quell its threat when
it comes to the analysis of
data.
With this in mind, 114 think
tanks
executives
and
scholars from 38 countries
joined together in Berlin,
Germany, with the intention
to learn from one another,
discuss relevant policy and
think tank structure advice,
and begin forming relative
think tank networks to push

Hans-Gert Pöttering, President of the European Parliament ret.

forward the necessary spirit
of cooperation. This report is
a reflection of the conference
discussions and is divided
into three sections reflecting
the contributions of both
panelists and participants.

discontent citizens, experts
are disconnected from reality.
Think tanks are “ivory tower”
institutions, out of touch with
the concerns and issues
plaguing citizens at the microlevel.

Taking Control of the
Narrative: Dispelling the
Ivory Tower Reputation in
the
Struggle
Against
Populism

Think tank work primarily
focuses on issues at a macrolevel, assessing their longterm
influences
and
suggesting potential longterm solutions. The research
required to do this effectively
is daunting, a task well known
by all scholars at think tanks.
These solutions, however,
offer no solace to the base
that is attracted to the
simplistic answers offered by
populism
and
populist
leaders. Complicated issues
require complicated answers,
something think tanks know
all
too
well.
These
complicated
answers

The issue of populism was
discussed broadly and in
great detail by panelists and
participants alike. The surge
of populism in the United
States and Europe has not
only posed a danger for
international politics and
relations between formerly
aligned nations, but also for
think tanks and scholars. This
is due to the disdain for
expertise
that
recent
populism has brought about.
In the eyes of many
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oftentimes,
albeit
unintentionally, leave many
with the worry that their
concerns and struggles are
falling on deaf ears.
As far as think tank
responses are concerned,
specifically in countering this
narrative of think tanks being
“ivory tower” institutions,
participants had a variety of
suggestions. All were in

scholarly and relevant. A
think tank must operate as a
lighthouse in the sea of public
policy. This is the kind of
influence that think tanks
crave. That being said,
participants agreed that think
tanks do not have the sway to
set the public agenda,
especially in such a socially
turbulent time period. With
populist leaders bringing
issues to the forefront with no

Jacque Bughin, Director at McKinsey Global Institute

agreement, however, that a
proactive
approach
in
changing this narrative is
necessary in order to ensure
think tank survival and
continued influence in this
period of European and world
history
that
desperately
needs guidance. Though
public influence should not
control a think tank nor
influence the integrity of a
think tank’s work, think tanks
must look to the public to
keep their finger on the pulse
and public work that is both

backing in fact or figures,
think tanks must be proactive
in assessing public opinion
and working to dispel divisive
popular opinion.
With this in mind, think tanks
must approach the following
questions: why is this popular
opinion? What is it about this
particular belief that has
struck a chord with the
public? What is it about
populism that is so attractive?
Why? To dispel the ideas of
populists
as
dangerous

rhetoric, or to actively ignore
it in the hope that it fades
away is a fool’s errand -- a
mistake that think tanks have
made in the past and must be
conscious of avoiding in the
future. This is the quickest
way to exacerbate the issues.
A participant in the summit
brought up the point that to
some, populism is a blanket
term describing politics that
go against the desires of the
elite, making their position in
society
feel
vulnerable.
Those easily swept up and
captured by populist rhetoric
feel just that: that their
position
in
society
is
vulnerable. Think tanks must
recognize the challenges
ahead of them and not
respond
by
simply
denouncing populists, but by
understanding
their
concerns. Their discontent
must be analyzed and
explained. Any policies put
forward must be realistic,
highly sensitive to the desires
of a frustrated public, and
address the concerns of the
masses.

Looking to the Future:
The Role of Artificial
Intelligence in
Research
Think tanks currently exist in
the age of big data. Up to very
recently, drawing data was
one of the biggest problems
think tanks faced in their
pursuit to put forward policy
recommendations rooted in
fact
and
thoroughly
researched. In the current
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day, this is less of a problem.
There is more raw data
available than human beings
will ever utilize. This glutton of
data has provided new
opportunities,
with
researchers able to conduct
ambitious research projects,
once
widely
considered
impossible. Years of human
interaction with the internet
has resulted in millions of
websites. It has also created
a world more interconnected
than ever before. Research
can be conducted at the
macro
scale,
with
assumptions and conclusions
being applicable to huge
groups of people. This is
great news for think tanks, of
course, who make it their
business to analyze trends at
the macro level and provide
long-term, widely applicable
policy solutions. The section
on
discussing
and
responding to the threat of
populism, stressed that think
tanks must actively keep their
finger on the pulse when it
comes to the public agenda
and sentiments expressed.
This is exactly what populist
leaders do. Look no further
than
Donald
Trump’s
incessant usage of twitter to
directly interact with his base.
By analyzing the responses
to his tweets, seeing the most
widely expressed sentiments,
and keeping track of what
draws the most traffic, he is
able to perfectly set the
agenda and encourage public
discourse. Some marvel at
populist leaders’ ability to
maintain their support base
regardless of seemingly

outlandish,
controversial
public behavior. It is by being
so keenly aware of public
opinion that they are able to
do this.
Think tanks can utilize this
very same tried and true
measure. In order to do this,
however, think tanks must
expand upon their skills in
data analytics. Being able to
analyze quantitative and
qualitative data is not
something that think tanks
are new to; it has been
something that many think
tanks have stressed and
attempted to deepen their
understanding of for years.
However, the majority of think
tanks are still old-fashioned in
their approach. There are
elements that think tanks
must never compromise such
as the integrity of their
research and publications.
They must never public
haphazardly or allow their
findings to be influenced by
donors. When it comes to

moving into the future and
adapting new mechanisms
for research, however, it is a
disservice to a think tank’s
very mission to not utilize the
most effective and accurate
methods of data collection.
Populism has been able to
take off because of many
discontent
members
of
society feeling as if their
concerns
have
gone
unnoticed. Polls were unable
to accurately predict it. Very
few think tanks saw it coming,
though many were able to
recognize the signs in
hindsight. The data to predict
this
has always
been
available. It is imperative that
think tanks expand on their
ability to analyze data to
ensure that the sanctity of
international relations and the
delicate
balance
that
currently exists in spite of the
rise of populism is not
threatened again.
Think tanks must make it a
point to either train their staff

James McGann, Director at TTCSP
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or look to a younger
generation of think tank
scholars with the skills in
coding, various computer
languages,
and
quantitative/qualitative data

That being said, big data is
growing and evolving. With
each day, innovation is
bringing us closer to artificial
intelligence, which will void
the necessity of manual labor

Professor Heribert Hirte, MP, Committee on the Affairs of the
European Union

analysis to ensure they
remain competitive in the
sphere of influencing public
policy through research.
Consulting agencies, long
competitors of think tanks in
many parts of the globe, are
catching on to the necessity
of properly utilizing widely
available, publicly-made data
to predict future trends and
take proactive measures.
Think tanks already struggle
in maintaining influence over
decision makers, let alone
expand upon that power. To
remain stuck in the past when
it comes to big data analysis
is a death wish, plain and
simple.

in many arenas. Developed
nations in particular are in
danger because of this, with
their rate of technological
innovation being the highest.
There are people in various
camps
surrounding
this
issue, either calling it an
enormous opportunity for
human advancement and
that will raise the quality of life
or calling artificial intelligence
a disruptive technology that
will threaten nations and lead
mass unemployment to a
level that the world has never
seen. Regardless of one’s
outlook on technological
innovation, whether optimistic
or pessimistic, think tank
scholars must be vigilant.
Artificial intelligence has the

potential to do many things,
but its primary ability has
always been to analyze and
interpret data. This wide
availability of data is what
makes artificial intelligence
so intelligent. Human beings
have never been able to
analyze data at the same
rate. It is not hard to imagine
a not-so-distant future where
artificial intelligence will be
able to do the work of think
tank scholars. What artificial
intelligence
cannot
do,
however, is utilize and
interpret
this
data.
Regurgitating information is
not the same as assessing its
value for human life. For this
reason, think tanks must not
be disheartened. Instead of
feeling threatened, think
tanks
must
embrace
technological innovation and
stay at the forefront of this
change. If think tanks are able
to utilize this technology in an
effective manner immediately
and make it work to their
benefit, the potential for good
is astounding. Not only will
think tanks remain alive, but
they will be more active and
influential than ever. Projects
that would have once taken
months
of
meticulous
research could be finished in
weeks. Being proactive and
aware
of
constant
developments
in
data
analysis
and
artificial
intelligence is the difference
between harnessing the
power of AI to push think tank
work forward and slowly
making think tanks obsolete.
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A Greater Calling:
Maintaining Regional
Stability, Shifting
Alliances, and the Role
of Europe
The rise of populism has
done a great deal to fray the
integrity of Europe. The
European
Union,
an
economic bond meant to
bridge the gap between
European member states,
showed its armor can be
cracked by the sword of
populism during Brexit. This
populist success, a long-shot
that few academics took
seriously,
fundamentally
injured the integrity of the
Union. With populism on the
rise in so many parts of
Europe, think tanks must
utilize the aforementioned
proactive measures to slow
down,
and
eventually
eliminate, the root of the
issues
encouraging
this
populist wave.
Europe’s Current
Environment

regulation
and
crisis
management
between
Russia and the United States,
a change to this atmosphere
of uncertainty seems highly
unlikely.
The changing role of the
United States in terms of its
European
strategy
was
greatly discussed, while its
capacity and legitimacy as a
leader was questioned. The
United States is called to
rethink its Europe strategy in
light of recent developments.
Working with European Allies
to contain and ensure a
strong fort against Russia as
well as looking at Asia as a
priority and encouraging
European solidarity should be
at the forefront of US foreign
policy.

to three main risks. Firstly, the
marginalization
and
“irrelevance” of countries
such as Italy. Secondly, the
potential
harmful
consequences of the high
degree of hostility to the
European fiscal program that
is supported by most populist
agendas. Thirdly, and most
importantly, a pattern of
elected populist governments
that will have adverse effects
on the stability and collective
security of Europe. Although
the future of Europe remains
uncertain, states have the
capacity and means to unify
in light of these challenges so
as to be better able to
respond
to
new
and
upcoming security threats
such as those that come in a

Political

While it is hard to imagine a
European security without
Russia, the current situation
is a result of troubling
elements that pose a barrier
to European solidarity. The
legacy of the Cold War
coupled
with
ambitious
foreign
policy
changes
following
Boris
Yeltsin’s
presidency,
have
exacerbated the situation and
have given rise to the idea of
a possible, Cold War 2.0.
Without a mechanism for

Participants at the Opening Presidential Panel

Populism
and
electoral
results in countries such as
Italy was identified as a major
political challenge that leads

digital
form.

and

technological

Transatlantic relations have
been characterized by strong
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relationships and an effort to
maintain
a
liberal
international order through
the world’s transition from a
pre-Cold War era (phase 1.0)
to a post-Cold War era
(phase 2.0). Currently, this
2.0 order is challenged and
the answer of whether we will
go back to the 1.0 phase or
even further back, remains
highly uncertain. The Trump
Administration’s actions are
relatively misaligned with his
disturbing tweets that often
raise concerns on the truthful
representation
of
future
policy. It seems that certain
policy decisions have not
been as detrimental to the
Transatlantic relationship as
they have been in other
areas. Although the Trump
administration has increased
the US presence in the
Baltics and has implemented
sanctions against Russian
policies, the administration
needs to do more to respond
to Russian threats.
Putin’s disbelief in democracy
can be attributed to his failed
effort
to
join
certain
international
organizations
that
vetoed
Russian
incorporation. Any attempt to
sanction the Russians should
have a demonstrable impact
on Russia’s economy and
business. For Putin, state
power is instrumental; he is
not the typical leader that will
retire once his term is over.
Putin
has
sacrificed
everything; a scenario in
which he is killed if he loses
state power is more likely to
occur than one of peaceful

retirement. The question is,
will a failed Russia be good
for the West? China’s role in
international
affairs,
especially in relation to
Russia, should not be
regarded as immaterial in the
trans-Atlantic discussion. The
more a state works with
China, the more China will
respond. Three features of
China’s communist party,
namely,
tight
business
control, growth of technonationalism and the threat at
the political level given that it
is positioning itself against
the West’s liberal order, are
particularly relevant. These
features limit cooperative

Think Tank Responsibilities:
The Future of Europe
Before a think tank can
achieve any success in
influencing policy, the first
piece of advice given to it is to
clearly define itself. What is
the
objective
of
the
organization? Who does it
want to reach? What does it
wish
to
accomplish?
European think tanks, some
of the finest in the world, are
faced with a much more
difficult responsibility on top
of this. Banding together, it is
crucial that think tanks
redefine the European Union.

Gerhard Wahlers, Deputy Secretary General at Konrad-AdenauerStiftung

options for Europe that not
only makes a substantive
effort to co-exist with the
Trump administration, but
also has to adopt foreign
policy alternatives that will
take
into
consideration
China’s lack of flexibility in
changing their policies.

Populism
offers
simple
solutions to complicated
questions. People within the
European
Union
are
struggling. Their issues are
not rooted in hate, but rather
in necessity. Populism offers
them a source to aim their
anger at: the foundation of the
European Union. Hyper-
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nationalism is damaging to
the goal under which the
European
Union
was
founded: the betterment of
mankind, the advancement of
human rights and civil
liberties, and the unification of
European people across
language,
religion,
and
culture. The nobility of such a
goal cannot be questioned.
Nobility alone, however, does
not address the underlying
issues plaguing levels of
society long ignored by
politicians and scholars. The
European Union as an idea
must be defined and think
tanks must ensure that policy
recommendations are made
with the good of all
Europeans in mind, even
those not in the European
Union. It is important that
think
tanks
within
the
European
Union
also
acknowledge and work with
think tanks in nations finding
themselves on the outside,
such as those in the Balkans
or Eastern Europe. Populism
is not isolated to the West.
The interconnectedness of
Europe
must
be
acknowledged. There are no
strictly national issues; all
issues threaten regional
stability and require inclusive
representation.
A think tank network was
discussed and noted to be
necessary.
The
issues
experienced in Europe at the
moment are too great for
think tanks to attempt to
tackle alone. Issues such as
the refugee crisis are still
relevant. Only united can

think tanks stand a chance at
influencing decision makers
in a significant way; and only
together can scholars be
made aware of issues that

is far more difficult to break
than one alone. Working
closely with think tanks in the
same nation, region, or policy
area is a good way to start

Charles Powell, Director at Elcano Royal Institute,
Guntram B. Wolff, Director at Bruegel,
Michael Cox, Director, IDEAS, London School of Economics,
Monika Sie Dhian Ho, Director at Netherlands Institute of
International Relations – Clingendael,
Teija Tiilikainen, Director, Finnish Institute of International Affairs,
Kristian Fischer, Director, Danish Institute for International Studies
Daniela Schwarzer, Director, German Council on Foreign Relations,

may not be prevalent in their
respective nations at the
moment but are appearing
elsewhere and must be paid
attention to. Granted, it is
difficult to attempt to do this.
Think tanks, even the most
idealistic, are self-motivated.
There
is
an
innate
competition in organizations
built to influence policy. It is
important that executives
keep reminding themselves
that the issues plaguing
Europe are more important
than glory. If the goal of a
think tank is to truly make a
difference, a bundle of sticks

this cooperative experiment.
All participants agreed that
the European Think Tank
Summit, and regional think
tank summits in general, are
helpful and should be held
more
regularly.
Many
recommendations for the
structure of future summits
were made. These valuable
contributions will help lay the
foundation for this ultimate
think tank network and
ensure that dialogue between
think tank executives and
scholars continues to occur
on a regular basis.
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Concluding Remarks
Think tanks must take an
active approach in battling
the threat of populism in the
European Union. Think tanks
must work to address the
underlying
issues
and
attempt to understand why
such thought and rhetoric is
so appealing to its base. It is
necessary not to simply
condemn the wave, despite
its danger. Without making a
tangible, observable effort to
alleviate
the
hardship
experienced by those who
feel their interests are better
represented
by
populist
ideals, taking a strong stand
against it will continue to
isolate think tank executives
and
scholars
from
despondent citizens. This will
continue the “ivory tower”
belief, largely ingrained in
citizens when it comes to
experts.
This
will
be
extremely dangerous to think
tanks, who struggle even in
ideal circumstances with
influencing public policy and
reaching citizens. Public
policy
recommendations
aimed at improving the lives
of those being influenced by
populism will not only be
embraced by citizens who
feel
their
issues
are
unaddressed
or
even
ignored, but also to desperate
decision makers looking to
quell the dangerous tide.
Along with maintaining an
active dialogue with citizens,
think tanks must work to
redefine the European Union,
whose reputation has taken a

serious hit due to Brexit and
the rhetoric condemning it by
populist thinkers. The rise of
nationalism as a response to
poverty, unemployment, and
political events such as the
European Refugee Crisis has
made citizens lose faith in the
ability of the European Union
to represent their interests.
The rise of populist thought in
the United States has called
into question international
alliances once taken for
granted, greatly hurting the
influence of the EU. The rise
of
Russian
international
influence
and
Chinese
economic power also pose
great threats. This is all well
known to think tank scholars
and was widely discussed at
the summit. Cooperation
between
think
tanks,
however,
can
lay
the
foundation for cooperation
between
nations
within
Europe in battling these
threats. European nations,
close in proximity and
economic ties, all share
similar struggles. National
issues are more often than
not regional issues. Without
cooperation, open dialogue,
and collaboration between
think
tanks,
long-term
solutions will be impossible to
find. This is a time of
legitimate turmoil for Europe.
Ego must be cast aside.
Without cooperation, think
tanks will be nothing more
than
academics
writing
papers struggling to be
heard, meaningless on the
world stage. Think tanks must
not be lobbyists. They must
be an academic force for

good, unified in their desire to
push forward peace, civil
liberty, the protection of
human rights, and harmony
on the world stage.
Think tanks must also
acknowledge that times are
changing.
Traditional
methods to analyze data are
no longer effective. Big data
has brought about a new,
golden opportunity, but has
also made it impossible to be
manually observed. To be
stuck in the past when it
comes to the analysis of
quantitative and qualitative
data, more readily available
than ever before, is to
become part of the past. The
rise of artificial intelligence,
designed
specifically
to
analyze
data,
is
also
troublesome. Unless think
tanks remain aware of
ongoing developments and
utilize innovation for their own
ends, they will be in deeper
trouble than they already find
themselves.
Despite Europe being in a
state of turbulence and
tension, the opportunity for
think tanks to make a change
is more evident than ever
before.
Unbiased
policy
advice, based on fact and
research, is necessary to
counter the populist wave felt
all over the world and ensure
a stable world order. Should
think tanks cooperate, adapt,
and acknowledge the isolated
groups of people taken
advantage of by populist
rhetoric, the potential to do
good is greater than ever
before.
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Participant Quotes
“This was a truly great meeting: critical, informed and open - a great riposte to those who have
accused us 'experts' of peddling 'fake news’”
Professor Michael Cox, Director of LSE IDEAS, UK

“The Berlin Summit 2018 has shown the important role of the Think Tanks in the preservation
of the democratic functioning of our societies and the prevalence of the International Law
against populism and demagogy. We are convinced that the next European Think Tanks
Summit, which will be organized jointly by the Elcano Royal Institute and the Fundación
Alternativas in Madrid in April 2019, will continue moving forward in this direction.
Carlos Carnero, Managing Director of Fundación Alternativas, Spain

“The EU – its crises, institutions and policies, and the conflicts among Member States– were at
the center of the 2018 European Think Tank Summit, including climate and the environment.”
Andreas R. Kraemer, Founder and Director at Ecologic Institute, Germany

“The main features of the summit in Berlin were its very relevant agenda, a high level of
organization and, wide opportunities for informal communication and networking. The summit
shows again that the global community of Think Tanks is a reality.”
Yuriy Yakymenko, Deputy Director General of Razumkov Centre, Ukraine

“Annual meetings amongst TT representatives are useful to compare the operating
environment across countries and realize the wide diversity in business models. The role of
TTs in societies starts to be more appreciated thanks to the work of TTCSP.
Karel Lannoo, Chief Executive Officer at Centre for European Policy Studies, Belgium

“The participation to the Think Tank Summit in Berlin was a great opportunity to debate with
high level professionals and excellent speakers from both Western and Eastern Europe and to
better define the role of our organizations in the age of incertitude, in which the impact of social
media and AI become more important in politics, public debates and elections. A main
conclusion is related to the essential role of think tanks in providing accurate information and
analysis based on data and arguments as opposed to fake news, populism and propaganda to
the decision-makers and general public.”
Septimius Parvu, Project Coordinator at Expert Forum, Romania

“Great meeting, as usual, with greater emphasis on the challenges for the think tank community.
Europe could be the perfect storm: the more we share challenges and possible answers, as we
did in Berlin, the better ...”
Paolo Magri, Executive VP & Director, Italian Institute for International Political Studies, Italy
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Agenda
Closing the Gap between Knowledge, Policy and Good Governance
in the Digital Age
14 - 16 March 2018, Berlin (Germany)
The Summit is conducted in a Roundtable Format with panels that are intended to frame the
key issues and provide constructively provocative questions to stimulate the discussion that
follows each Session. The Summit is conducted in accordance with the Chatham House Rule.

Wednesday, 14 March 2018
Venue: Steigenberger Hotel, Los-Angeles-Platz 1, 10789 Berlin
16:00 16:30

Registration of participants

16:30 16:45

Welcome Remarks
• Gerhard Wahlers, Deputy Secretary General and Head of the Department European
and International Cooperation, Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung
• James G. McGann, Director, Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program, Lauder Institute,
University of Pennsylvania

17:00
18:30

- Opening Session (Think Tank Presidents’ Panel):
“Europe at a Crossroads: Think Tanks A Catalyst for Change, Consensus and
Cohesion”
These are truly extraordinary times for Europe, NATO and EU. The post WWII economic,
political and security order are being challenged and redefined by national, regional and
tectonic shifts in domestics and international politics. While we cannot predict the outcome
we now have a clearer sense of the issues that will shape the future. A panel of think tank
presidents from across Europe will explore the current political disruptions and the issues,
institutions, people and politics that will shape Europe’s future. The senior executives will
also discuss how their institutions are responding to the fundamental shifts in alliances,
politics and public policy.
Session Chair: Monika Sie Dhian Ho, Director, Netherlands Institute of International
Relations – Clingendael, Netherlands
• Guntram B. Wolff, Director, Bruegel, Belgium
• Kristian Fischer, Director, Danish Institute for International Studies, Denmark
• Charles Powell, Director, Elcano Royal Institute, Spain
• Teija Tiilikainen, Director, Finnish Institute of International Affairs, Finland
• Daniela Schwarzer, Director, German Council on Foreign Relations, Germany
• Michael Cox, Director, IDEAS, London School of Economics, United Kingdom
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18:30
19:00

- Keynote Speech: Professor Heribert Hirte, MP, Committee on the Affairs of the
European Union, Professor of Law at the University of Hamburg on “The Role of Politics
and the Role of Think Tanks - how to merge different perspectives?”.

19:00
21:00

- Dinner

Thursday, 15 March 2018
Venue: Academy of Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Tiergartenstr. 35, 10785, Berlin
8:00

Bus transfer from hotel to Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung Academy

08:30
09:00

- Registration of international participants

09:00
09:30

- Welcome Remarks
• Hans-Gert Pöttering, President of the European Parliament ret., Representative of
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung for European Affairs

09:30
11:00

- Plenary Session: Think Tanks in an Era of Digital and Political Disruptions:
Innovative Responses to a Changing Policy Environment
This panel will explore the opportunities created for think tanks by the current digital and
political disruptions in the Europe. Each panel member will then provide examples of the
digital and political disruptions that have created new opportunities for think tanks. They
will also explore how some think tanks have adapted by developing new products and
programs and reached new audiences in new ways in effort to respond to the new
operating environment
Chair: Milena Lazarevic, Programme Director, European Policy Centre, Serbia
• Ruby Gropas, Social Affairs Team Leader, European Political Strategy Centre (EPSC),
European Commission, Belgium
• Martin Michelot, Deputy Director, EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy, Czech
Republic
• Yann Roland, Director of Development, French Institute of International Relations,
France
• Åsmund Weltzien, Head of Communications, Norwegian Institute of International Affairs,
Norway

11:00
11:15

- Coffee Break
Break Out Sessions
The Break Out Sessions will include a set of critical policy issues facing think tanks and
policy makers as well as the challenges facing think tank scholars and executives. These
sessions are intended to be inactive and focused on sharing best practices and the
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transfers of strategies, best practices and innovative approaches. Participants can select
one of the four concurrent sessions listed below. A group of Break Out Sessions will be
repeated in PM to give everyone the opportunity to participate in at least two sessions on
policy and on think tank issues.
11:15
12:30

- Break Out Sessions (A)
Break Out Session I:
Is Anyone Listening? Reaching Policymakers and the Public Is Strategic
Communications and Marketing the Answer?
Henry Kissinger described that being a policymaker is like being at the end of a firehose.
The problem is that policymakers and the public are both inundated with information. This
problem is compounded by the fact that the internet has increased the velocity of
information and policy flows. You’d think that this would lead to a more informed public
and decision-making but, in fact, it leads to the opposite. Today we are faced with an
avalanche of information and not enough time understand it. The market place of ideas is
a noisy and confusing one filled with information and disinformation that makes it difficult
to know sources to trust. This new reality poses both an opportunity and challenge. How
can think tanks make sure that their information, ideas and analysis are in the right form,
in the right hands and at the right time? A Panel of experts will discuss how strategic
communications and marketing have helped their organization reach key audiences and
inform key public policy debates.
Chair: Camilla Bausch, Director, Ecologic Institute Germany
• Robert Watt, Director of Communications, Stockholm Environment Institute, Sweden
• Keith Burnet, Director of Communications & Publishing, Chatham House, United
Kingdom
• Edita Maslauskaite, Vice President, Lithuanian Free Market Institute, Lithuania
Break Out Session II:
Meeting the Old and New Security Threats in Europe: New Paradigms and
Perspectives
Europe faces many complex internal and external security, economic and political
challenges. Among the most prominent are: the June 2016 vote by United Kingdom (UK)
to leave European Union (EU); the 2018 economic crisis and the lingering concerns about
the eurozone; the rise in migrant and refugee flows; a resurgent Russia and its use of soft
and hard power that threatens NATO and EU member states; the fraying of the Atlantic
Alliance and the rise of nationalism, populism and protectionism; continuing threat of
terrorism, the undermining of European solidarity and the dramatic rise in cyberattacks
and information warfare. Amid these difficult issues, the European Union is witnessing a
serious political crisis. This Break Out Session will examine the major security threats in
the face of the shifting tides and futures of Europe.
Chair: Sylvie Matelly, Deputy Director, Institute of International and Strategic
Relations IRIS, France
• Christian Ostermann, Director of History and Public Policy Program, Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars, United States
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• Valery Garbuzov, Director, Institute for the US and Canadian Studies of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, Russia
• Ambassador Nelli Feroci, President, International Affairs Institute, Italy
• Jordi Bacaria i Colom, Director, Barcelona Centre for International Affairs
Break Out Session III:
How Think Tanks Can Harness Big Data and “AI” to Enhance Research and
Analysis
The panel will explore how to make think tank data and analysis more accessible,
integrated and agile in the Digital age. Meeting this challenge requires think tanks to learn
new techniques and harness new technologies so they can reach key audiences and
stakeholders better. Specifically, the panelists will be asked to present and discuss how
the artificial intelligence, the cloud, info graphics, big data and mobile technologies have
become an integral part of policy research and the operations of think tanks. The panel
will also explore the tensions this creates within their institutions and the academic and
policy communities.
Chair: Petr Lang, Program Director, Prague Security Studies Institute, Czech
Republic
• Bastian Giegerich, Director of Defence and Military Analysis, International Institute for
Strategic Studies, London, United Kingdom
• Byung-Koo Cho, Executive Director, Knowledge Complex Management Bureau, Korea
Development Institute, Korea
• Anna Alberts, Project Lead European and Financial Transparency, Open Knowledge
Foundation Deutschland, Germany
Break Out Session IV:
Economics, Politics and the Future Europe
International forecasters are expressing greater confidence in the global economy as
countries across the globe are experiencing real growth in their economies. Despite this
rosy forecast there are plenty of risks ahead including the future shape and direction of
the Eurozone and the European Union, sustained global economic volatility, trade and
monetary disputes and the real threat of conflict in the Korea Peninsula and the Middle
East. There are series of challenges facing Europe that include: resolving the Brexit issue
and European instability, rising nationalist and protectionist tendencies in the US and
Europe; greater fiscal, monetary and revenue constraints; persistent high levels of
unemployment; demographic realities and pressures and the challenge of balancing
growth, productivity and social progress. This Break Out Session will explore these
economic issues and how the current political climate in Europe impacts the EU’s and
national governments’ ability to address these complex and competing policy issues.
Chair: Tarmo Jüristo, Head of Management Board, PRAXIS, Estonia
• Karel Lannoo, Chief Executive Officer, Centre for European Policy Studies, Belgium
• Grzegorz Poniatowski, Director of Fiscal Policy Studies, CASE, Poland
• Georgy Ganev, Program Director, Centre for Liberal Strategies, Bulgaria
12:30
13:15

- Break Out Session Highlights Sessions A with Round Table Discussion
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13:15
14:15

- Networking Lunch

14:15
15:30

- Break Out Sessions (B)
Break Out Session V:
Can Trans-Atlantic Relations Survive Trump, Putin and the Rise of China?
Trump, Putin, and Xi have no doubt are altering transatlantic relations. Trump’s policy of
“America First” as well as the United States’ geopolitical reorientation from Europe
towards Asia necessitates greater European engagement in world politics. Putin’s
intervention in Ukraine and his meddling in US and European elections stress the
importance of sovereignty and rule of law and security alliances designed to deter
aggression. How does the rise of China and the dynamic between these great powers
underscore the struggle between change and continuity in a world in transition? The Break
Out Session will explore these tectonics shifts and discuss what new paradigms and
approaches are required to sustain, redefine and reinvigorate Trans-Atlantic Relations.
Chair: Charles Powell, Director, Elcano Royal Institute, Spain
• Alina Polyakova, Foreign Policy Center on the United States and Europe, Brookings
Institution, United States
• Zbigniew Pisarski, President of the Board, Casimir Pulaski Foundation, Poland
• John Seaman, Research Fellow at the Center for Asian Studies, French Institute of
International Relations, France
Break Out Session VI:
Innovation and Adaptation: New Strategies, Structures and Policies for Think Tanks
It seems like everyone and anyone has an opinion on almost everything which makes it
difficult to assess the good, bad and dangerous information we encounter every day.
Policymakers and the public have reached the saturation point. In this information’s rich
environment how do think tanks maintain their position as trusted sources of analytical
rigor, research acumen and policy expertise? How do think tanks adapt and innovate
using new strategies structures and products? How do think tanks transform their
outdated business models so their organizations can more effectively respond to the
digital and political disruptions that have become the new normal? This Break Out Session
will explore how this new operating environment will impact management, research and
external relations.
Chair: Udi Dekel, Brig. Gen. (Brigadier general), Managing Director, Institute for
National Security Studies, Israel
• James McGann, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, United States
• R. Andreas Kraemer, Founder & Director, Ecologic Institute, Germany
Break Out Session VII:
The World at Europe’s Door: Meeting the Challenge of Regular and Irregular
Migration
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The Mediterranean Sea is called the world’s deadliest border because thousands of
desperate migrants and refugees drown to reach Europe from Africa and the Mideast.
More than 1.5 million migrants and refugees have crossed into Europe since 2015,
sparking a crisis as countries struggled to cope with the influx. This crisis is creating deep
divisions in the EU over how best to deal with resettling those fleeing war, famine, political
instability and economic hardship in face of rowing nationalism and populism. The wave
of irregular immigration has slowed but the challenge remains. The Break Out Session
will explore how think tanks are helping to both understand the issue and address the
humanitarian and policy dilemmas it presents.
Chair: Christina Krause, Coordinator for Migration and Refugee Issues, KonradAdenauer-Stiftung, Germany
• Paolo Magri, Executive Vice President and Director, Italian Institute for International
Political Studies, Italy
• Monika Sie Dhian Ho, Director, Netherlands Institute of International Relations –
Clingendael, Netherlands
Break Out Session VIII:
New Sources and Strategies for Funding Think Tanks
The traditional funding sources for think tanks are changing as donors shift their priorities
and funds away from policy research to action-oriented programs or what has become
known as “high impact philanthropy”. How can think tanks develop new strategies and
sources of funding as traditional sources disappear? How can think tanks develop
enduring partnerships with governments, corporations and individuals using social media,
crowd sourcing and strategic communications and marketing? This Break Out Session
will provide new and innovative ways to approach resource mobilization by challenging
traditional notions of fundraising methods and highlighting the tried and true approaches
to funding think tanks.
Chair: Jose Luis Chicoma, Executive Director, Ethos Public Policy Lab, Mexico
• Carlos Carnero, Director General, Fundación Alternativas, Spain
• Paola Maniga, Head of Development, Bruegel, Belgium
• Veronika Antall-Horváth, Deputy Director, József Antall Knowledge Center, Hungary
15:30
16:00

- Break Out Session Highlights Sessions B with Round Table Discussion

16:00
16:15

- Coffee Break

16:15
17:15

- Reception and Structure Networking Session
Women Think Tank Scholars and Executives Group (Paola Maniga, Bruegel)
Global Think Tank Alliance Group (Jim McGann, The Lauder Institute/ TTCSP)
Next Gen Think Tank Scholars and Executives Group (TTCSP Interns)
Security and International Affairs Think Tanks Group (Gwenaëlle Sauzet, IRIS)
Economic Policy Group (Grzegorz Poniatowski, CASE)
Environmental Policy Group (R. Andreas Kraemer, Ecologic Institute)
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17:30
18:30

- Keynote Address with Q&A:
Bruce Stokes, Director Global Economic Attitudes at Pew Research Center, on
“Shifts and Changes in Public Opinion: Implications for the Transatlantic
Relationship”
European views of the United States and the U.S. President have been on a roller coaster
ride over the last two decades. The European public’s negative views of President George
W. Bush and U.S. policy in the Bush Administration swung sharply positive during the
Obama Administration. The election of Donald Trump has again fueled unprecedented
anti-Americanism in Europe. But does it really matter? What does experience in the Bush
and Obama administrations tell us about the implications of current European sentiment,
and attitudes in the U.S., for the Transatlantic Relationship? Are commitments to NATO
in question? Do Europeans think the relationship is likely to get better or worse? What are
Europeans’ attitudes toward American soft power, which is less reflective of attitudes
toward different administrations and less driven by opposition to a particular
administration’s policies and America’s role in Europe and the world? Bruce Stokes,
director of global economic attitudes at the Pew Research Center in Washington, will
share the results of nearly two decades of Pew Research public opinion polls to shed light
on the situation.

18:30
21:00
21:00

- Dinner

Bus transfer back to hotel

Friday, 16 March 2018
Venue: Academy of Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Tiergartenstr. 35, 10785, Berlin
8:30

Bus transfer from hotel to Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung Academy

09:00
09:15

- Welcome Remarks

09:15
10:15

- Keynote Address:
Jacques Bughin, Director McKinsey Global Institute in conversation with Andreas
Kluth, editor-in-chief of Handelsblatt Global on “AI and the future of work:
Implications for jobs, skills, and policy”
The technology-driven world in which we live is a world filled with promise but also
challenges. Cars that drive themselves, machines that read X-rays, and algorithms that
respond to customer-service inquiries are all manifestations of powerful new forms of
automation. Yet even as these technologies increase productivity and improve our lives,
their use will substitute for some work activities humans currently perform – a
development that has sparked much public concern. What jobs will humans do in the
future as automation and AI technologies take hold? Will there be enough work for
everyone and what skills will be required? How do we manage the transitions that lie
ahead? What are the implications for policy?
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10:15
10:30

- Coffee Break

10:30
11:30

- Closing Plenary Session: Helping Shape the Future of Europe: The Role of Think
Tanks
Increasingly the view is that EU will emerge from its current identity and solidarity crisis
more united and integrated, but this does not diminish the need for a Renaissance and
reform of EU policies and institutions. At the same moment, many are saying that this is
the best of times for think tanks thanks to the digital and political disruptions sweeping
across the globe. These turbulent times make carefully considered insights and analysis
a necessary commodity that is in short supply. But to take advantage of these
opportunities think tanks will have to adapt and innovate because they can’t do business
as usual. A Panel of think tanks scholars and executive will help provide a set of
suggestions for how to navigate the policy and organizational challenges facing Europe
and its think tanks. The will also attempt to incorporate some of the strategies and
conclusions generated by the summit.
Session Chair: Olaf Wientzek, Coordinator European Policy, Konrad-AdenauerStiftung, Germany
• Fabrizio Tassinari, Senior Researcher, Danish Institute for International Studies,
Denmark
• Matt Dann, Secretary General, Bruegel, Belgium
• Milena Lazarevic, Program Director, European Policy Centre, Serbia
• Paolo Magri, Executive Vice President and Director, Italian Institute for International
Political Studies, Italy
• Luise Voget, Program Manager, Körber-Stiftung, Germany

12:00
12:45

- Closing Round Table Discussion: How to Make Europe’s Think Tanks Fit for the
Future: Strategies for Reform, Innovation and Adaption

12:45
13:00

- Closing Remarks and Plans for 2018 Global Summit and 2019 Europe Summit
• Paul Linnarz, Team Leader, European and International Cooperation, KonradAdenauer-Stiftung, Germany
• James G. McGann, Director TTCSP, Lauder Institute, University of Pennsylvania,
United States

13:00
14:00

- Farewell Lunch (Departure of international participants)
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Summit Partners
Summit Hosts and Organizers
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V
Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program, Lauder Institute, University of Pennsylvania (United States)
Summit Partners
Asia Development Bank Institute (Japan)
McKinsey Global Institute (United Kingdom)
Summit Supporters
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V
McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) (United Kingdom)
Summit Planning Committee
Barcelona Centre for International Affairs (CIDOB) (Spain)
Bruegel (Belgium)
Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) (Belgium)
Centre for Social and Economic Research (CASE) (Poland)
Chatham House (United Kingdom)
Danish Institute for International Studies (Denmark)
Elcano Royal Institute (Spain)
Europe Policy Centre (Serbia)
French Institute of International Relations
(IFRI) (France)
German Development Institute (Germany)
International Centre for Defence and Security (Estonia)
International Institute for Strategic Studies (United Kingdom)
Institute for International Political Studies (Italy)
McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) (United Kingdom)
Netherlands Institute of International Relations Clingendael (Netherlands)
Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program, University of Pennsylvania (United States)
Summit Report Team
Ioanna Krontira, Europe Project Lead and Summit Coordinator, TTCSP
Ibrahim Bakri, Middle East and North Africa Project Lead, TTCSP
Laura Whelan, Africa Project Lead, TTCSP
Summit Photos
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung / Maximilian Reiber
Additional Thanks to the staff at Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V, especially:
Martina Kaiser, Team Political Dialogue and Analysis
Paul Linnarz, Director of the Political Dialogue and Analysis Team
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Participating Think Tanks
Asia Development Bank Institute (Japan)
Austrian Institute for European and Security Policy – AIES (Austria)
Brookings Institution (United States)
Bruegel (Belgium)
Casimir Pulaski Foundation (CPF) (Poland)
Center for Research and Policy Making (CRPM) (Republic of Macedonia (FYROM))
Center for Social and Economic Research (CASE) (Poland)
Centre for Democracy and Rule of Law (Ukraine)
Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) (Belgium)
Centre for European Studies (Republic of Armenia)
Centre for Liberal Strategies (Bulgaria)
Centre for Mediterranean and International Studies (CEMI) (Tunisia)
Chatham House (United Kingdom)
CIDOB, Barcelona Centre for International Affairs (Spain)
Committee on the Affairs of the European Union
Cooperation & Development Institute (CDI) (Albania)
Danish Institute for International Studies (Denmark)
Ecologic Institute (Germany)
Elcano Royal Institute (Spain)
Ethos Public Policy Lab (Mexico)
European Centre for Development Policy Management (Belgium)
European Council on Foreign Relations (Bulgaria)
European Institute of the Mediterranean (IEMed) (Spain)
European Policies and Reforms (IPRE) (Republic of Moldova)
European Policy Centre (CEP) (Serbia)
European Policy Strategy Center (EPSC), European Commission (Beligum)
EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy (Czech Republic)
Expert Forum (Romania)
Finnish Institute of International Affairs (Finland)
Francisco Manuel dos Santos Foundation (Portugal)
Friedrich-Ebert-Foundation (Germany)
Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV) (Brazil)
Fundación Alternativas (Spain)
German Council on Foreign Relations (Germany)
German Development Institute (DIE) (Germany)
German Marshall Fund of the United States (Gernany)
GLOBSEC Policy Institute (Slovakia)
Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP) (Greece)
IDEAS (LSE) (United Kingdom)
Institut de relations internationales et stratégiques (IRIS) (France)
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Institut Français des Relations Internationales (IFRI) (France)
Institut Montaigne (France)
Institute for European Environmental Policy (Belgium)
Institute for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Hungary)
Institute for Government (United Kingdom)
Institute for National Security Studies (Israel)
Institute of Economic Affairs (IEA) (EPICENTER) (United Kingdom)
International Centre for Defence and Security (ICDS) (Estonia)
International Institute for Strategic Studies (United Kingdom)
Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI) (Italy)
Italian Institute for International Political Studies (ISPI) (Italy)
József Antall Knowledge Center
Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (Germany)
Körber-Stiftung (Germany)
Korea Development Institute (KDI) (Korea)
Korea Institute for International Economic Policy (KIEP) (Korea)
Latvian Institute of International Affairs (Latvia)
Lithuanian Free Market Institute (Lithuania)
McKinsey Global Institute
Middle East and International Affairs Research Group (MEIA Research) (Geramny)
Middle East Research Institute (Iraq)
MIT Center for Energy and Environmental Policy Research (CEEPR) (United States)
Netherlands Institute of International Relations – Clingendael (Netherlands)
OCP Policy Center (Morocco)
Open Knowledge Foundation (Germany)
Oxford Gulf & Arabian Peninsula Studies Forum – OxGAPS (United Kingdom)
Pew Research Center (United States)
Prague Security Studies Institute (Czech Republic)
Praxis Center for Policy Studies (PRAXIS) (Estonia)
Razumkov Centre (Ukraine)
REKK foundation (Hungary)
Romanian Academic Society (RAS) (Romania)
Stockholm Environment Institute (Sweden)
The Institute for the US and Canadian Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia)
The Lauder Institute, University of Pennsylvania (United States)
The Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (Norway)
Think EUROPA (Denmark)
Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP) (United States)
Wilfried Martens Centre for European Studies (Belgium)
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars (United States)
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About Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V
The Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS) is a political
foundation. In Germany, 16 regional offices offer a
wide variety of civic education conferences and
events. Our offices abroad are in charge of over 200
projects in more than 120 countries. The
foundation’s headquarters are situated in Sankt
Augustin near Bonn, and also in Berlin. There, an
additional conference
center, named “The
Academy”, was opened in 1998.
We are proud to bear the name of Konrad Adenauer.
The first chancellor of the Federal Republic of
Germany’s name and principles are our guidelines,
duty, and obligation. Established in 1955 as “Society
for Christian-Democratic Civic Education”, the
Foundation took on the name of the first Federal
Chancellor in 1964.
At home as well as abroad, our civic education
programs aim at promoting freedom and liberty,
peace, and justice. We focus on consolidating
democracy, the unification of Europe and the
strengthening of transatlantic relations, as well as on
development cooperation.

participants. We provide moral and material support
to intellectually gifted young people, not only from
Germany, but also from Central and Eastern Europe
and developing countries. We stay in close contact
with our more than 10.000 alumni.

Exhibitions, readings, and awards
Exhibitions, readings, and awards are also
distinctive elements of our work. We promote young
artists, and annually award our prestigious Literary
Prize. Our scholarship programs help young
journalists by offering them projects specifically
geared to their needs. Since 1980, we have annually
awarded a prize for excellent local journalism. Since
2002, the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung has awarded
its “Prize Social Market Economy” to personalities of
exceptional merit in safeguarding and developing
the social market economy.
The Archive for Christian Democratic Politics
researches and studies the history of Christian
Democracy in Germany and Europe. Interested
readers profit from an enormous number of
documents, modern media, and a library containing
more than 157,000 publications on politics and
contemporary
history.

As a think-tank and consulting agency, our soundly
researched scientific fundamental concepts and
current analyses are meant to offer a basis for
possible political action. The Berlin Academy is the
national forum of dialogue between the spheres of
politics, economy, science, and society.

Conferences and Events
Our conferences and events attract people who
“have something to say”. In Germany, we offer more
than 2,500 events per year which attract 145,000
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e.V building in
Berlin, Germany. Source: Liebers, KonradAdenauer-Stiftung e.V.
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About TTCSP
Think Tanks and Civil Societies
Program
The Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP)
of the Lauder Institute at the University of Pennsylvania
conducts research on the role policy institutes play in
governments and civil societies around the world.
Often referred to as the “think tanks’ think tank,”
TTCSP examines the evolving role and character of
public policy research organizations. Over the last 25
years, the TTCSP has developed and led a series of
global initiatives that have helped bridge the gap
between knowledge and policy in critical policy areas
such as international peace and security, globalization
and
governance,
international
economics,
environmental issues, information and society, poverty
alleviation, and healthcare and global health. These
international collaborative efforts are designed to
establish regional and international networks of policy
institutes and communities that improve policy making
while strengthening democratic institutions and civil
societies around the world.
The TTCSP works with leading scholars and
practitioners from think tanks and universities in a
variety of collaborative efforts and programs and
produces the annual Global Go To Think Tank Index
that ranks the world’s leading think tanks in a variety of
categories. This is achieved with the help of a panel of
over 1,900 peer institutions and experts from the print
and electronic media, academia, public and private
donor institutions, and governments around the world.
We have strong relationships with leading think tanks
around the world, and our annual Think Tank Index is
used by academics, journalists, donors and the public
to locate and connect with the leading centers of public
policy research around the world. Our goal is to
increase the profile and performance of think tanks and
raise the public awareness of the important role think
tanks play in governments and civil societies around
the globe.
Since its inception in 1989, the TTCSP has focused on
collecting data and conducting research on think tank
trends and the role think tanks play as civil society
actors in the policymaking process. In 2007, the
TTCSP developed and launched the global index of
think tanks, which is designed to identify and recognize
centers of excellence in all the major areas of public
policy research and in every region of the world. To
date TTCSP has provided technical assistance and
capacity building programs in 81 countries. We are
now working to create regional and global networks of

think tanks in an effort to facilitate collaboration and the
production of a modest yet achievable set of global
public goods. Our goal is to create lasting institutional
and state-level partnerships by engaging and
mobilizing think tanks that have demonstrated their
ability to produce high quality policy research and
shape popular and elite opinion and actions for public
good.

The Lauder Institute of Management
and International Studies
The Lauder Institute of Management and International
Studies offers an MA in international studies and
conducts fundamental and policy-oriented research on
current economic, political, and business issues. It
organizes an annual conference that brings
academics, practitioners and policy makers together to
examine global challenges such as financial risks,
sustainability, inequality, and the future of the state.

The University of Pennsylvania
The University of Pennsylvania (Penn) is an Ivy
League school with highly selective admissions and a
history of innovation in interdisciplinary education and
scholarship. A world-class research institution, Penn
boasts a picturesque campus in the middle of a
dynamic city. Founded by Benjamin Franklin in 1740
and recognized as America’s first university, Penn
remains today a world-renowned center for the
creation and dissemination of knowledge. It serves as
a model for research colleges and universities
throughout the world.

James McGann, Director at TTCSP
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2018 Think Tank Summits and Fora
Schedule*
January 30, 2018 Global Go To Think Tank Index Report Launch and “Why Think Tanks Matter” events in
Washington, DC and New York, NY and 175 cities around the world.
March 14-16, 2018 Europe Think Tank Summit, Berlin Germany, TTCSP Partner and Co-organizer: Konrad
Adenauer Foundation (KAS) (Germany)
April 11-12, 2018 North America Think Tank Summit, Washington, DC TTCSP Partners: Brookings Institution,
Heritage Foundation, Center for Strategic and International Studies, Atlantic Council, Wilson Center.
May 9-11, 2018 Africa Think Thank Summit, Rabat, Morocco TTCSP Partner: OCP Policy Center
June 15, 2018 Think Tank Scholars and Managers Program, Beijing Penn Wharton Center, Beijing, China
June 16-17, 2018 China Think Tank Forum, Beijing, China, TTCSP Partners: Center for China and Globalization
July 19- 22 2018 Think Tank Forum Seville, Spain The Real Revolutions: Trends and Transitions that Will
Transform the Arab World TTCSP Partners: Elcano Royal Institute ISPI and the TTCSP, Lauder Institute, University
of Pennsylvania.
August 27-31, 2018 Sasakawa Peace Foundation, Johns Hopkins University SAIS, Lauder Institute, TTCSP
University of Pennsylvania and Asia Development Bank Institute, Book Launch “Think Tanks the New Policy
Advisers in Asia" TTCSP University of Pennsylvania and Asia Development Bank Institute, Tokyo, Japan
September 12-14, 2018 Latin America Think Tank Summit, Montevideo, Uruguay
September 17-18, 2018 T20 for G20 Argentina Advisory Board Meeting, Buenos Aires, Argentina
October 4-6, 2018 MENA Think Tank Summit, Tunis, Tunisia TTCSP Partner: Centre for Mediterranean and
International Studies (CEMI)
November 7-9, 2018 Global Think Tank Summit, Brussels Belgium, TTCSP Partners: Bruegel
November 21-23, 2018 Asia Think Tank Summit, Bali, Indonesia, TTCSP Partner: Economic Research Institute
for ASEAN and East Asia (EIRA)
November 23-24, 2018 Euro-Med TT Forum, Rome Italy TTCSP Partner: ISPI
December 13-14, 2018 India Think Tank Forum, Delhi, India, TTCSP Partners: Observer Research Foundation
January 26, 2019 2018 Global Go To Think Tank Launch and Why Think Tanks Matter Program, Washington,
DC and New York
March 2019 North America Think Tank Summit, Washington, DC
April 2019 Europe Think Tank Summit, Madrid, Spain
May 2019 Africa Think Tank Summit, South Africa or Tanzania
November 2019 Global Think Tank Summit, Rio de Janeiro, TTCSP Partners: FGV Fundacion Getulio Vargas
* Summit and Fora dates are subject to change
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